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C PATCH
C PATCH is a durable sealant specifically formulated to repair cracks and holes in concrete, mortar
and masonry. C PATCH contains silicone additives for improved adhesion and water resistance. C
PATCH forms a durable, flexible and water-tight seal. C PATCH resists gas, oil, grease and salt. Interior/
exterior use. Paintable. Packaging: Tubes

C PATCH SELF LEVELING
C PATCH SELF LEVELING is a moisture cure concrete and masonry sealant designed for application to
dry or damp horizontal cracks and chips. This unique product fills and adheres to concrete, masonry,
wood, stone asphalt and metallic surfaces. C PATCH self-levels to a smooth, beautiful finish that is
durable, and paintable. Packaging: Tubes

CON-RENEW
CON-RENEW is a heavy duty, acid based, concrete cleaner. It flushes out hidden deposits and rinses
away easily. It works well in hard water and has no lasting odor. CON -RENEW helps remove
limestone, cement particles, rust, soap film and mineral deposits. It is an economical and
biodegradable product. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

CONCRETEMAN
This handy, ready to use concrete repair is designed for sealing small holes and patching chips in
concrete, including wall tiles, lawn ornaments and statues. CONCRETEMAN can be drilled, tapped,
filed, sawed, or painted when dry. This epoxy putty can also be used under water and has a cure
time of only 4 to 7 minutes for quick fixes. Packaging: Putty Tubes

FACE LIFT
Permanent marking paints that remain on streets and sidewalks can be a nuisance FACE LIFT FOR
CONCRETE and FACE LIFT FOR ASPHALT will cover those marks, helping you avoid the time and
expense of using paint stripper. The FACE LIFT FOR CONCRETE coating has similar texture and color
to most sidewalks. FACE LIFT FOR ASPHALT black coating is asphalt based – identical to standard
driveway sealers. Both are quick dry, highly durable. The universal spray head also works in
competitive marking machines. For marking curbs or walls, it can be actuated by hand or with a
marking machine. Packaging: Aerosol

GARAGE GRIZZLY
GARAGE GRIZZLY is a biodegradable gas pump and concrete cleaner and degreaser. GARAGE GRIZZLY
cuts through diesel fuel, heavy grease and road grime. GARAGE GRIZZLY contains a deodorizer that
eliminates that pungent gasoline smell. Packaging: Quarts, 5g Pail

GO AWAY
GO AWAY is a non-corrosive natural citrus base tar and asphalt remover that contains no harmful
vapors and is biodegradable. It contains no chlorinated solvents or petroleum distillates. GO AWAY
is a non-caustic, non acid high pressure spray that is safe for most vehicles and breaks down tar,
asphalt, grease, etc. Packaging: Aerosol
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Asphalt & Concrete

ASPHALT & CONCRETE

OMEGA A.F.S.
OMEGA A.F.S. is the ultimate driveway sealer. The advanced gel formula enables the product to
stay completely mixed in the container and eliminates the need for stirring. No more mess or extra
work as OMEGA A.F.S. applies easier, cleaner and faster! Advanced space-age polymers provide
superior durability and lasting protection for your blacktop surface. OMEGA A.F.S. fills cracks up to
1/8” and seals worn surfaces. It restores beauty while protecting and preserving your valuable
blacktop pavements. Packaging: 5g Pail

OMEGA ASPHALT PATCH
OMEGA ASPHALT PATCH is a ready-mixed compound that can be applied to holes and depressions
in any solid base, such as asphalt, concrete, brick, stone or wood. It is ready to use and does not
need any heating or mixing preparation. It is made from a combination of hard aggregate, asphalt,
resins and wetting agents to match original blacktop surfaces. Tamped into place, it is ready for
traffic at once. OMEGA ASPHALT PATCH can be applied to either wet or dry surfaces in any
temperature from hot to sub-freezing. The particles in OMEGA ASPHALT PATCHare smaller than
other patching compounds, therefore it will not re-crush under pressure and recreate the hole you
have just filled. Provides a much more permanent repair than bagged products. Packaging: 5g Pail

OMEGA P.D.S.
OMEGA P.D.S. is a fast drying, rubberized compound for use on the repair of asphalt roads, driveways,
pavements, expansion joints and walkways. Speeds up seal coating jobs with quick drying. Provides
a long term flexible repair on cracks and joints up to ¾” wide. Also seals foundation walls and other
pavement surfaces. Dries to dark black finish. Packaging: Pourable Gallon

PAVER’S FRIEND
PAVER’S FRIEND is a unique blend of methyl ester and surfactants developed exclusively for Omega
in order to meet the special needs of the asphalt paving industry. It is designed to replace diesel
fuel for cleaning as asphalt release. You get all the benefits of diesel without the negative
environmental impact. this water soluble formula is great for use in every aspect of the paving job.
Packaging: Bulk

Q.D.S. QUICK DRY SEALER
Q.D.S. is a scientifically formulated, state-of-the-art thermoplastic acryclic sealer/finish that brings
floor care into the 21st century. Q.D.S. drastically reduces labor costs by providing floors with a
smooth, hard, crystal clear surface. It preserves the life and beauty of new floors and prevents
further deterioration of worn floors. Packaging: Gallons, 5g Pail

SUPER PATCH
SUPER PATCH is an easy-to-use epoxy product for repair and resurfacing of concrete. Great when
fast repairs are needed in high traffic areas. SUPER PATCH is a one-step process with a fast set-up
and cure time that significantly reduces or eliminates the need for down time. Can also be used as
patching in freezers and cold storage areas, as mortar to repair loose bricks or blocks, and as a
general cement adhesive. SUPER PATCH is stronger than concrete. Packaging: Pail

TRAFFIC LINE
A premium quality 100% acrylic traffic line and curb marking paint with high visibility, easy
application, and made with the finest raw materials. The pigments are non-fading and the Titanium
Dioxide is non-caulking. TRAFFIC LINE will withstand hot sun, sub-zero temperatures, wind-blown
dust particles, humidity and moisture. This product has been designed for painting concrete, brick,
city crosswalks, highway edge lines, bridges, stop zones, storage areas, traffic signs, streets and
parking lots. Packaging: 5g Pail
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ALUMINUM BRITE
ALUMINUM BRITE is an excellent ground transportation aluminum brightener. ALUMINUM BRITE
is an acidic liquid designed for use as an aluminum deoxidizer with a pH of less than one and will
not etch most metals. ALUMINUM BRITE cleans and brightens aluminum parts, removes anodic or
chromate coatings, and is a great cleaner for aluminum vans and trucks. This product is nonflammable and non-explosive. Packaging: 5g Pail

ALWAYS SHINE
ALWAYS SHINE is formulated to clean, brighten, polish and protect stainless steel. Can be equally
effective for use on aluminum, chrome, Formica, porcelain and ceramic tile. ALWAYS SHINE requires
minimum effort to quickly remove smudges, soil and stains. No hard rubbing needed. ALWAYS
SHINE forms a shield that resists water marks and rusting. It preserves high luster and is a nonabrasive product that forms a protective coating. Packaging: Aerosol

ALWAYS SHINE-W
ALWAYS SHINE-W is a excellent water based cleaner, that brightens, polishes and protects stainless
steel. ALWAYS SHINE-W can be eaqually effective for use on aluminum, chrome, formica, porcelain
and ceramic tile. Quickly removes tough oil-based stains, water marks and spots. Can be applied
directly onto wet surfaces eliminating the need for initial drying necessary with most oil-based
metal polishes. Easily wipes off leaving a unique soil resistant coating. Resists finger prints, grease
and water spatter. Helps preserve the factory finish. ALWAYS SHINE-W is USDA authorized.
Packaging: Aerosol

BIO POWER
BIO POWER cleans, degreases and deodorizes just about everything! Leaves a beautifully unique,
long-lasting fresh scent. BIO POWER is 100% biodegradable surfactant blend. It is non-toxic, contains
no phosphates, solvents or any other harsh chemicals. It effectively removes grease, dirt and grime
and leaves no sticky residue behind!. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

BIO POWER A
BIO POWER A cleans, degreases and deodorizes just about everything with its foaming cleaning
action that clings where sprayed! Leaves a beautifully unique, longlasting fresh scent. BIO POWER A
is 100% biodegradable surfactant blend. It is non-toxic, contains no phosphates, solvents or any
other harsh chemicals. It effectively removes grease, dirt and grime and leaves no sticky residue
behind! Packaging: Aerosol

BLAST
A residue free, super fast drying, high power spray that dissolves grease and rinses away dirt and
grime, without injury to working parts. Features a 360 degrees flush action valve that allows spraying
in an upright or inverted position. Safe on most metal parts and coils. Packaging: Aerosol
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Cleaners & Degreasers

CLEANERS & DEGREASERS

CLEAN AIR
CLEAN AIR is a high pressure, ultra pure, moisture free dusting aid that blows microscopic dirt, dust
and other contaminants from sophisticated electronic parts. CLEAN AIR is excellent for hard to
reach areas, has an ozone safe formula, and is completely non-flammable. No VOC’s.
Packaging: Aerosol

CON-RENEW
CON-RENEW is a heavy duty, acid based, concrete cleaner. It flushes out hidden deposits and rinses
away easily. It works well in hard water and has no lasting odor. CON-RENEW helps remove limestone,
cement particles, rust, soap film and mineral deposits. It is an economical and biodegradable product.
Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

CYCLE RENEW
CYCLE RENEW is a powerful cleaner concentrate that removes lime scale, rust, and hard water
deposits from dishwashers. Packaging:Quarts

ENVIRO CLEAN
This all natural cleaner and degreaser can be used on any water-safe surface. Cleans glass, tile,
porcelain, marble, laminate, chrome, stainless steel, and painted surfaces without streaking! ENVIRO
CLEAN contains liquid alive bacteria plus enzymes which help eliminate stains and odors at the
source, including tough stains from mold, mildew and fungus growth. ENVIRO CLEAN is nonhazardous, non-polluting, non-toxic, non-flammable, biodegradable, and contains no VOC’s.
Packaging: Aerosol

ENVIRO POWER
A truly unique product that cleans and deodorizes with no harsh solvents or harmful chemical
detergents. This environmentally preferable formula is great for cleaning a multitude of hard surfaces,
from floors to countertops to refrigerators. Our exclusive ENVIRO POWER means the room smells
great after you’ve used it! Packaging: Quarts

E-Z OFF
E-Z OFF is and environmentally friendly product that can be used anywhere! E-Z OFF removes
shadowing and reconditions white boards, removes ink on school desks, removes permanent marker
and stickers off lockers, ball point pen off vinyl walls, graffiti off toilet partitions, graffiti off traffic
signs, scale and rust off stainless steel, hard water stains off porcelain, most stains off fiberglass,
removes oxidation off aluminum, scuffmarks from most floors, etc. Packaging: Putty Container

G.N.C.
G.N.C. is a neutral synthetic detergent that penetrates and dissolves stubborn soils from floors,
walls, counter tops, desks and any other hard surfaces not harmed by water. It is safe on all finishes
and contains no soap, acid, ammonia, alkali, phosphates or other harsh chemicals. G.N.C. is
concentrated, economical and versatile. Packaging: Gallon

GARAGE GRIZZLY
GARAGE GRIZZLY is a biodegradable gas pump and concrete cleaner and degreaser. GARAGE GRIZZLY
cuts through diesel fuel, heavy grease and road grime. GARAGE GRIZZLY contains a deodorizer that
eliminates that pungent gasoline smell. Packaging: Quarts, 5g Pail
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GLOSS ALL is a light quick breaking foam that provides a one-step solution to dusting, polishing and
protecting simulated wood and other hard surfaces including baked enamel, marble, vinyl solid
synthetic, laminate and plastic. Contains no silicone or wax providing for easy wipe off and no buildup. Natural citrus oils restore surface brilliance to desks, countertops, file cabinets, vinyl seating and
molded fiberglass. Leaves area with a citrus aroma. Packaging: Aerosol

GO SPOT GO
GO SPOT GO removes hard water stains and rust from fiberglass, porcelain and many other hard
surfaces. TEST ON A SMALL AREA BEFORE USING. GO SPOT GO is a heavy duty industrial product.
Be sure to wear gloves and use carefully. GO SPOT GO should not be used for everyday toilet
cleaning, instead use Omega’s SPEEDY CLEAN for daily cleaning tasks. Packaging: Quarts

GROUND UP
GROUND UP is a unique liquid stain absorbent and remover. It is highly effective against oils, greases,
BBQ grill stains, silicone oils from tire dressings, and other stains. GROUND UP is ideal for use on
asphalt, concrete, paving stones, pressure treated wood, composite decking, and other surfaces.
GROUND UP is easy to apply by pouring, spraying or brushing onto stained surfaces. Quickly dries
to a powder for easy removal. No scrubbing or rinsing necessary. Packaging: Quarts

HYDRO CITRA FOAM
Using the power of hydrogen peroxide and the awesome cleaning ability of d-Limonene, HYDRO
CITRA FOAM is definitely the next generation in cleaning products! There are many “oxygen-based”
cleaners on the market these days, but HYDRO CITRA FOAM is different. HYDRO CITRA FOAM is
specifically formulated at a higher pH than other cleaners. Since hydrogen peroxide is more active
at a higher pH HYDRO CITRA FOAM has more powerful cleaning and stain removing properties
than other products on the market. This formulation can be used on a multitude of surfaces including
glass, upholstery, metals, carpet, stainless steel, tile, countertops, fabric, plastic, floors, walls and
much more. HYDRO CITRA FOAM will even remove red wine and other difficult stains from most
carpets without expensive and often labor intensive heat transfer methods. Packaging: Quarts

ICE MACHINE CLEANER
ICE MACHINE CLEANER is a fast acting, lime scale remover for ice machine evaporators. This product
is formulated with corrosion inhibiting agents providing complete corrosion protection to sensitive
components fabricated from nickel and tin. ICE MACHINE CLEANER is a concentrated blend of nonfuming, exceptionally safe and effective acids. This product is completely water soluble and can be
diluted to any useful concentration. Packaging: Bulk

I.M.C.
I.M.C. is a non-foaming, non-fuming cleaner that quickly removes scale from stainless steel and
nickel plated steel. Contains special inhibitors to minimize corrosion, while effectively cleaning
scale from all metal surfaces. I.M.C. is USDA approved for use in federally inspected meat and
poultry plants. Removes built-up lime scale eliminating the cause of equipment jamming and
improves ice quality and capacity. Quickly removes lime scale, safe on nickel-plated and tin-plated
evaporators, suitable for treating scaled-up water appliances. Packaging: Pints

JELLY D PLUS
JELLY D PLUS works quickly to emulsify tar, asphalt, grease and oil. JELLY D PLUS is safe and easy to
use. Spray on and wash off with water. Dense foam allows product to cling to vertical surface
allowing for longer contact time. Cleans engines enabling them to run cooler, look better and last
longer. Biodegradable and VOC compliant in all 50 states. Packaging: Aerosol
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Cleaners & Degreasers

GLOSS ALL

KLEEN FREEZE
KLEEN FREEZE cleans grease, soil, blood, fats, juices, etc. from the wall of any freezer or freezer type
unit without defrosting, thereby eliminating costly shutdowns. KLEEN FREEZE has a mild scent, 100%
biodegradable, simple three step cleaning method for previously expensive time-consuming problems.
Surfaces cleaned with KLEEN FREEZE will not refreeze. The KLEEN FREEZE formula is non-toxic,
biodegradable and therefore safe for the environment. KLEEN FREEZE is USDA accepted works in
temperatures zero to 35 below zero. Packaging: Gallons

LAUNDRY 130
LAUNDRY 130 contains a synergistic blend of three surfactants, anti-redeposition agents, and optical
brighteners that make it your best choice for mild yet tough-on-dirt detergent. It penetrates, dissolves
and flushes away dirt, grease, oil and food stains. Laundry 130 works in hot or cold and in hard or
soft water. It rinses clean and leaves no residue. It’s biodegradable, too. It is safe on all washable
fabrics. It is great for cleaning wool, silk, and delicate synthetics. Packaging: Bottles

LIFT-OUT
LIFT-OUT is a heavy duty emulsifier and degreaser that removes heavy soil and stains, old paint,
decals, adhesives, inks and waxes from many surfaces. LIFT-OUT is also a very effective graffiti
remover that is powerful enough to remove graffiti from most surfaces with little effort, even works
to lift tough graffiti marks out of concrete and brick surfaces for easy removal. Packaging: Quarts,
Gallons, Pails, Drums

M.G.C.
M.G.C. is formulated for use on polished and sealed granite, marble, limestone and travertine. M.G.C.
is biodegradable, easy-to-use spray foam cleaner and conditioner removes grease, food residue and
fingerprints. Restores brilliance. Dries streak-free and has a clean fresh fragrance. M.G.C. can be use
on marble, granite, limestone, travertine. Packaging: Aerosol

MEGA CITRA-FOAM
MEGA CITRA-FOAM is an all purpose cleaner which is a USDA authorized heavy duty citrus based
foaming cleaner. It combines emulsifiers, surfactants and a citrus cleaner to clean and deodorize
grease, dirt, soap scum, oil and bloodstains. Packaging: Aerosol

MEGA CLEAR
MEGA CLEAR Aerosol is designed to clean and polish windows, mirrors, windshields, tile, enamel,
chrome, porcelain, plastics, plexiglass and painted surfaces. Non-static formula does not attract
dust particles. Formulated with rapid wetting agents and surfactants. Eliminates cold weather
streaking problems. MEGA CLEAR Quart ready to use glass cleaner cleans glass, refrigerators, stove
tops, stainless steel, display cases, chrome fixtures, ceramic tiles, counter tops, TV screens, mirrors,
etc. Packaging: Aerosol, Quarts

MEGA CLEAR CONCENTRATE
MEGA CLEAR CONCENTRATE is a highly dilutable version of MEGA CLEAR for those who need
higher volume in a compact solution. Dilutable to 20:1 for your cleaning needs. Packaging: Bulk

MEGA CLEAR JELL
MEGA CLEAR JELL is a streak-free, ready-to-use formula that dissolves film, light to heavy soils,
fingerprints, lipstick, bugs and much more. Ideal for glass, windshields, windows and mirrors. Ideal
for vertical surface cleaning. It’s the cleaner that clings. Contains a pleasant odor neutralizer,
formulated to kill malodors at their source. Packaging: Quart
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This is a highly concentrated, extremely powerful grease fighter that will quickly clean the toughest
grime. MEGA POWER is effective on grease, carbon, grime, oil, soap scum, soot, etc. Different
dilution ratios allow this product to be a very versatile cleaner, and it may be used anywhere water
is safe to use. The formula for this product is non-flammable, non-toxic, non-corrosive and entirely
biodegradable. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

MEGA POWER A
This all purpose cleaner and degreaser removes grease, dirt and grime from all hard surfaces. The
powerful thick foam clings to vertical surfaces to increase dwell time and penetrate through dirt for
easy removal. MEGA POWER A can be used anywhere water is safe to use including walls, tile,
doors, metal, Formica, vinyl and more. The new “Spray Anyway Valve” allows the can to spray
while held in any position for difficult to reach areas. Packaging: Aerosol

NATURAL WAY
NATURAL WAY is a highly concentrated, all natural citrus based organic solvent blend designed for
all heavy duty degreasing and drain maintenance. NATURAL WAY is the most powerful of our natural
citrus based products. The high concentrate level of this product allows the user the flexibility to
emulsify heavy grease buildup or to dilute with water for general cleaning. NATURAL WAY breaks
down grease and grime buildup and will clean drain lines, garbage disposal units and grease traps
while removing foul odors. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most surfaces
and is ideally suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. NATURAL WAY is 100%
biodegradable and contains no petroleum based or chlorinated solvents.
Packaging: Pints, Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

NATURAL WAY II
THE NATURAL WAY II is all natural, all-organic, and biodegradable solvent blend. Contains no
hazardous chlorinated solvents. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most
surfaces. Ideally suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. Has a fresh citrus aroma.
Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

OXY FOAM
OXY FOAM removes dullness, tarnish, oxidation, scratches and scuff marks, while leaving the treated
surface polished, with a lasting protective coating. OXY FOAM can be used on brass, stainless steel,
copper, silver, aluminum, chrome, painted surfaces, glass, plexiglas, non-optical plastics, mirrors,
formica, porcelain, fiberglass and any similar type surfaces that need treatment. Packaging: Aerosol

P. G. C.
P.G.C. clear anti-static, anti-fog coating tested safe on glass, plastic, Plexiglas®, and acrylic surfaces.
A clear coating has been tested and safe on Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Lexan®, Polycarbonate, Chrome,
Formica®, Fiberglass, Marble, Stainless Steel and Glass. P.G.C. will not streak or haze. Fills in minute
scratches to help eliminate glare. Will not cause stress crazing or clouding. P.G.C. improves visual
clarity. P.G.C. repels dust, dirt, chemicals, salt, finger smudges and scratches. P.G.C. reduces wear
and scratching. Non-abrasive, contains no wax. Packaging: Aerosol

PINK POWER PLUS
A powerful mild acid porcelain and bowl cleaner. Cleans, disinfects and deodorizes toilet bowls,
sinks, tubs, shower stalls and tile surfaces. PINK POWER PLUS removes metallic soap build up, rust
and hard water stains from porcelain, ceramic tile, shower stalls, drinking fountains, and stainless
steel. Packaging: Quarts
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MEGA POWER

PINK RESTROOM CLEANER
PINK RESTROOM CLEANER is a clinging multi-surface restroom cleaning product designed for
professional daily use. This product is specially formulated to remove soap scum and hard water
stains from virtually all restroom surfaces. The pleasant fragrance deodorizes while it cleans. The
multiple cleaning agents combine to give the extra cleaning power required for commercial
applications. Can be diluted with water for economical daily use or used full strength for removing
stains other products leave behind. Packaging: Quarts

POLISH ALL
POLISH ALL is a light, creamy smooth formula that has a quality blend of refined waxes, lemon oil
and cleaners. POLISH ALL cleans, waxes and polishes all in a single step. Removes finger marks,
dust, grease, smoke film, smears and smudges. POLISH ALL leaves a pleasant lemon scent while
protecting against water spills, stains and ordinary wear. Packaging: Aerosol

QUICK
QUICK is a heavy duty porcelain and tile cleaner for those difficult stains and hard water deposits.
Packaging: Quarts

RESTORE
RESTORE is a special moderate foam cleaner and surface protectant. Cleans, restores, and protects
vinyl, leather, plastic and rubber. Restore contains special additives that protect surfaces from sun
damage, fading, drying and cracking. RESTORE leaves a high luster gloss finish without a heavy,
greasy residue. Packaging: Aerosol, Bulk

RING GO
RING GO removes toilet bowl water ring, rust and gray stains. Use RING GO when all others fail.
RING GO contains a space age liquid pumice ingredient that lets you throw away the pumice stones
you have used in the past to remove the ring and gray crustations in the toilet bowl. THIS PRODUCT
IS NOT MEANT TO BE USED AS A BOWL CLEANER it is too strong for daily use. Use only on stains the
bowl cleaner will not remove. Packaging: Quarts

SNC
Super Neutral Cleaner is powerful enough to take care of the toughest grease and grime yet it will
not harm sensitive surfaces like wood, fabrics, stone floors, painted walls, and finished or waxed
floors. It is a highly concentrated product allowing the user the ability to mix to the desired
performance level required by the task at hand. SNC is the best choice when you need a strong
cleaner on a surface you don’t want to harm. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

SAFE CLEAN
SAFE CLEAN is a non-acid, heavy duty concrete and stain cleaner. It replaces acid and acid blend
products to take care of a large variety of cleaning and maintenance problems. SAFE CLEAN full
strength is a viscous liquid that clings to the surface to be cleaned, and will remove even tough
stains like rust and oil. It is not hazardous, corrosive or toxic. Packaging: Quarts

SCALE AWAY
This acid based cleaner will remove hard water, oxides, scale, rust, mineral and lime deposits. SCALE
AWAY dissolves the carbonates that hold scale and other deposits together. After the carbonates
are dissolved, the sulfates, iron, calcium (lime), magnesium and other insoluble materials fall away.
It is highly concentrated and can be diluted to suit your application. Packaging: Bulk
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This natural citrus based product is a drain opener and a powerful degreaser. The high pressure
spray permits quick penetration directly to the source of the problem. SLIME AWAY immediately
dissolves grease and grime on a multitude of surfaces. Contains no chlorinated solvents or petroleum
distillates and is non-caustic, non-acid, and biodegradable. Packaging: Aerosol

SOLAR WASH
SOLAR WASH has been specially developed to clean and protect surfaces of Monocrystalline,
Polycrystalline and Amorphous types of photovoltaic solar cells. Using state of the art chemistry,
SOLAR WASH will remove soils and debris from surface of solar panels and adjacent mounting
structures keeping them operating at their highest efficiency. Anti-redeposistion technology keeps
panels cleaner and operating at peak efficiency longer. Packaging: Quarts

SOY NATURAL
SOY NATURAL has the power of natural soy with a boost from natural orange. It contains no
petroleum based or chlorinated solvent, is non-acid, non-caustic, non corrosive. It’s biodegradable.
Packaging: Pints

SOY SOLV
SOY SOLV is a biodegradable solvent made from 100% soy bean oil. This industrial strength formula
flushes away grease and oil, removes tar and asphalt, and cleans away ink, dirt, and grime. SOY
SOLV is a safe product that rinses away with water and is non-flammable with no harsh fumes.
Surfaces flushed clean with water will be residue free. Packaging: Aerosol

SPEEDY CLEAN
SPEEDY CLEAN is a powerful and completely safe acid replacement cleaning system. It has the
power to clean problems usually requiring a mild acid, such as calcium buildup, hard water spots
and rust, yet it is completely acid free! It clings to most surfaces, increasing dwell time and allowing
for cleaning of slanted and vertical surfaces. SPEEDY CLEAN is very safe and easy to use, and is not
hazardous, corrosive or toxic. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

SPONGE BOY
This handy sponge cleans tough dirt and marks with only water! It removes scuffs, soap scum,
marker, crayons, and more. SPONGE BOY can be used on walls, appliances, doors and other hard
surfaces. Use a SPONGE BOY to spot clean or when cleaning compounds are not desirable, or not
available. SPONGE BOY is non-toxic, chemical free, and environmentally friendly. Packaging: Box

SUPER POWER JELL
SUPER POWER JELL is a thick, heavy-duty spray and wipe cleaner. SUPER POWER JELL destroys
grease and grime on contact. Leaves a pleasant lemon/lime fragrance. For use on all hard surfaces.
Will not affect paint, glass or mirrors. Works great on grout. Packaging: Quart

TOUGH CLEAN
TOUGH CLEAN is a unique semi-viscous clinging type decarbonizer. Its heavy-duty action will quickly
penetrate and dissolve heavy soils commonly found in ovens, grills, cooking utensils and food
processing equipment. Used by food establishments, housing authorities, and industrial kitchens
for their toughest jobs. Packaging: Aerosol, Quarts
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SLIME AWAY

TRASH IT
TRASH IT is designed for the tough job of deodorizing and cleaning trash chutes, dumpsters, and
trash facilities. The super concentrated formula is a very powerful odor counteract-ant combined
with powerful detergents to effectively remove obnoxious odors while completing necessary cleaning
tasks. Regular use of TRASH IT will help keep odors under control. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

WONDERFOAM
WONDERFOAM is a viscous, non-abrasive cleaner that clings to vertical surfaces for extended
penetration and effortless cleaning. Works on soap scum, mineral deposits, oxidation, scuffs, grease,
and other stubborn stains. Even removes calcium deposits and water spots from exterior windows
and shower enclosures. WONDERFOAM is great for use in locker rooms, hot tubs, swimming pools,
toilet bowls, urinals, and other commercial applications that require demanding cleaning. Safe for
use on metals, stainless steel, grout, rubber, plastic, brass, chrome, glass, copper, and many other
hard surfaces. WONDERFOAM contains no chlorine, hydrochloric or sulfuric acid; eliminating the
potential for harmful fumes. Packaging: Quarts

ZAP IT
This extra-strength, instant mold and mildew cleaner and stain remover instantly removes stains
without the need to scrub. ZAP IT is easy to use and does not have a harsh odor, so it can be used
anywhere mold and mildew are a problem. Great for interior or exterior use, tile, grout, cemetery
headstones, canopies, awnings, wood, concrete, and many other surfaces. Packaging: Quarts
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ABSORB
Absorbs liquids and odors while changing smelly liquids into an odorless semi-solid for fast easy
cleanups. Scented with a pleasant lemon fragrance. ABSORB is ideal for spills, broken containers of
food or drinks, chemicals, vomit, urine, blood, and any other fluids. Each container will absorb up
to 12 gallons of liquid. Packaging: Canisters

AIR CYLINDER
AIR CYLINDER is formulated to freshen air for 30 days. Unique fragrances are designed for consistent
and powerful 30-day performance. AIR CYLINDER outperform gels, wicks, and aerosols. AIR
CYLINDER cannot break or spill. AIR CYLINDER DISPENSER contains NO Batteries or fans and is
100% recyclable. AIR CYLINDER’s are available in CITRUS & KIWI-GRAPEFRUIT Packaging: Bulk

BACINATOR
BACINATOR is a unique active bacteria odor eliminator especially designed for easy application on
carpets and upholstery to eliminate odors that are organic in nature. This versatile product can
also be used on most hard surfaces to counteract pet and body odors and more. Only 6% VOC.
Packaging: Aerosol

BOWL CLIP & SMELL
BOWL CLIP & SMELL is great for the restrooms to eliminate odors at the source. BOWL CLIP &
SMELL locks into place to eliminate odors and create freshness. Containing 50 times more air
freshening than standard rimsticks, The BOWL CLIP & SMELL gradually releases air freshener over
30 days. The BOWL CLIP & SMELL works on the outside of bowls (where the seat goes down and
stays down), the tops of restroom partitions or the side of tanks to combat odors and create
freshness. Available in Cinnamon, Fresh, Mango and Mint fragrances. Packaging: Clips

BURST GREEN TEA
BURST GREEN TEA concentrate malodor can be used to attack industrial malodors, diluted as a
contact or spray or, as a mop solution additive. BURST GREEN TEA uses micro emulsion technology
to release all the active ingredients for the most effective malodor control. Packaging: Pints

BURST “O”
This is an extremely concentrated malodor eliminator. BURST “O” contains a unique blend of all
organic, natural perfumes in an oil base to provide long-term results. Can be used as a liquid
deodorant, a space spray, and as a contact spray both indoors and outdoors. Great for use in carpet
extraction machines, and when added to mop water and cleaning rags. Available in Berry, Vanilla,
and Dreamsicle Scents. Packaging: Pints

DOORODORIZER
DOORODORIZER refreshes the room by simply swinging the door and it will catch the breeze and
release the fragrance which vents out through the vented dispenser. The DOORODORIZER is an
eco-friendly operation since it uses no batteries, it is better for the environment. the fragrance
lasts up to 30 days. Available in Sea Breeze, Sweetest Pea and Tuscan Citrus. Packaging: Bulk
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ELIMINATOR PLUS
ELIMINATOR PLUS is a dry spray room deodorizer can be used as a space spray or as a total release
fogger without leaving a residue. The fine mist penetrates to remove odors embedded into walls,
curtains, ceiling tiles, upholstery, and more. ELIMINATOR PLUS is not an odor mask, it destroys
odors by chemical neutralization, eliminating the need for costly fogging equipment that could break
down when you need it most. One can of ELIMINATOR PLUS will treat 6,000 cubic feet, removing
odors caused by decay, urine, feces, solvents, cigarette smoke, cooking, pet odors and much more.
Available in Berry, Cucumber Melon and Linen Fresh. Packaging: Aerosols

ELIMINATOR
This fast acting, spray room deodorizer is solvent based for increased hang time but like waterbased sprays it leaves no residue behind. One can of ELIMINATOR will treat up to 6,000 cubic feet,
removing odors caused by decay, urine, feces, cigarette smoke, curry cooking, pet odors and much
more. Available in Dreamsicle, New Car and Vanilla. Packaging: Aerosol

ELIMIN ODOR
Instantaneously eliminates unpleasant odors instead of simply covering them up with heavy
perfumes. It goes to work on malodors by attacking the molecular structure of the foul smell, and
leaves pleasantly scented fresh air behind. This versatile product is great for use in any area that
has unpleasant odors such as locker rooms, garbage areas, restrooms, banquet facilities, and more!
ELIMIN ODOR is environmentally friendly and safe to use. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

FRAGRANCE PLUS
FRAGRANCE PLUS helps destroy odors in combination with MEGA BAC PLUS. It will not stain linens,
drapes, clothes, etc. Its refreshing and pleasant scent will last up to 2 days. It is simple and economical
to use because your money is not spent on costly and bulky propellant as in aerosol deodorants.
Packaging: Gallon

FRAGRANCE ROLL- BERRY BURST
FRAGRANCE ROLL is a powerful odor control product effective for large enclosed rooms or sheltered
areas. This fiber roll is specially treated with our advanced odor eliminating formula designed to
counteract foul and persistent odors found in hospitals, gymnasiums, sewage treatment plants,
stadiums, dump sites and more. Packaging: Pail with 4’ roll.

FRESHEN UP BERRY
FRESHEN UP BERRY is a granulated solid that destroys malodors in the air by attacking the source.
It is ready-to-use and is very cost-effective. A small amount of FRESHEN UP BERRY goes a long way,
and still provides effective instant results. Furthermore, it can be used in many different applications
indoors as well as outdoors, thus making it a truly versatile product. . Packaging: Canisters, Bulk

FRESHEN UP AWAY
This granular odor control product contains citronella making it the perfect solution for garbage
areas, dumps, drain beds, sewer manholes, barns, etc… where odors and flying insects are a problem.
FRESHEN UP AWAY destroys malodors at the source and may also be applied to areas to prevent
odors before they occur. Packaging: Canisters, Bulk

HOSE AWAY
HOSE AWAY is a non-pathogenic biological odor remover for large and small areas the can be used
indoors and out. HOSE AWAY can be used for preventative maintenance and odor control in garbage
dumpsters, public restrooms, locker rooms and lots of other areas where odors build up.
Packaging: Half Gallon
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K-PINE is a multi-purpose detergent effective in the presence of a moderate amount of organic soil.
Cleans and deodorizes in one easy, labor saving step. Great for use on walls, floors, metal and
plastic surfaces, sinks, toilets, showers and other non-porous areas. Packaging: Gallons

MEGA BAC APPLE
MEGA BAC APPLE is a convenient liquid form of living bacteria in suspension to promote the
decomposition of organic matter without the use of acids, caustics or solvents. When used in drain
lines and grease traps it effectively prevents build-up of grease and organic matter which cause
clogs and odors. MEGA BAC APPLE may be used as a deodorizer in bathrooms, trash chutes,
dumpsters, drain lines, grease traps, septic tanks, holding tanks, carpets, and around urinals. The
anaerobic and aerobic bacteria in MEGA BAC APPLE have been cultured specifically for their ability
to digest waste quickly and effectively thus speeding up the normal “breakdown” process. The
bacteria quickly and effectively controls odors anywhere. Packaging: Quarts

MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY
MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY is a synergized blend of three bacillus microorganism for optimum
enzymatic activity. MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY produces protease, lipase, amylase and cellulase for
excellent breakdown of starches, carbohydrates, protein, tissue paper, fats, grease, oils, and vegetable
gums. MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY deodorizes toilets, showers and garbage cans. It digests carpet
urine stains and removes blood, food and grass stains from laundry, too. Use in restaurants, hospitals,
hotels, schools and nursing homes. Cleans floors, walls, toilets, urinals, sinks, and all types of fixtures
and surfaces not harmed by water. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA
MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA combines special multi-cultured strains of natural bacteria with the
waste digesting properties of salmonella free natural enzymes that are non-pathogenic and nonpolluting. MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA the fastest working “bugs” in the industry. They quickly and
effectively break down organic matter and the odors associated with decomposition. It is
recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks, drain lines, holding tanks, and garbage areas to
control odors, and prevent build up. Packaging: Quarts

MEGAPHENE B
This total release bomb is an entire room disinfectant and antimicrobial agent. MEGAPHENE B is
classified as germicidal, fungicidal, staphylocidal, virucidal, tuberculocidal, and pseudomonicidal.
In addition, it inhibits mold and mildew growth on cloth surfaces. Sanitizes hard surfaces and more
including cloth, leather, and fabric. EPA Registered. Packaging: Aerosol

MEGAPHENE PLUS
This unique product blends a phenol and a quaternary ammonium chloride, therefore MEGAPHENE
PLUS is germicidal, fungicidal, staphylocidal, virucidal, tuberculocidal and pseudomonacidal. Kills
HlV-1 (AlDS virus), Staphylococcus aureus (Staph), Streptococcus hemolyticus (Strep), Salmonella
enterica, Influenza A & B virus, and more on hard surfaces. Also controls mold and mildew on hard
surfaces. MEGAPHENE PLUS disinfects and deodorizes surfaces through effective bacteriacidal and
fungicidal activity. EPA registered. Packaging: Aerosol

MIST
This dry spray has excellent suspension time, ultra fine particles, no fall out, and no residues, without
using ozone depleters. MIST contains two odor counteractants for maximum deodorizing power.
MIST quickly neutralizes malodors, even from smoke, decay, solvent, vomit, cooking, pet odors,
and more. The universal actuator can be used in most time dispense machines. Freshens rooms up
to 6,000 cubic feet. Available in Citrus, Linen Fresh, Cranberry Spice, Pina Colada, Sweet Pea and
Cucumber Melon. Packaging: Aerosol
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ODOR ABSORBENT BAG
ODOR ABSORBENT BAG uses natural minerals and an exclusive process to absorb and neutralize
all types of odors. Its content is non-flammable, non-toxic and safe around people, pets and
environment. ODOR ABSORBENT BAG is easy to use, lasts an average of 3 to 4 months and contains
no chemicals, toxins or fragrances. ODOR ABSORBENT BAG does not mask odors, it removes them
in a simple and cost effective manner. Packaging: Bag

ODOR BAC
ODOR BAC Promotes healthy living by using beneficial waste degrading technology. Our BSL-1
probiotic formula contains naturally occurring bacteria that promotes a beneficial Normal-Flora
(harmless microorganisms) on hard surfaces. Packaging: Aerosols

ODOR CAP
ODOR CAP is a uniquely formulated, environmentally friendly sealer designed for use in waterless
no flush urinals. ODOR CAP creates a non-soluble seal of a deodorizing liquid in the trap. ODOR
CAP has a pleasant cherry fragrance to give instant and long lasting odor problems from dried out
traps, keeping them wet and odor free. Easy to use, simply add it and forget it. Packaging: Quarts

ODOR CONE
ODOR CONE is a fragrance cover which is composed of a unique material containing 2-3 times
more fragrance than other air fresheners like gels or metered aerosols. The ODOR CONE dispenser
has a motor driven fan that moves the air freshener further than a typical passive system, thus
freshening larger areas. ODOR CONE releases approximately the same amount of air freshener
daily over 30 days by controlling the fan’s operation. Packaging: Dome Shape Cones

ODOR-LESS
ODOR-LESS has a odor eliminating formula that permanently eliminates odors. ODOR-LESS works
by a direct contact oxidization process. Once the formula comes in contact with the odor source
the odor is eliminated. ODOR-LESS has a completely odorless, fragrance free, biodegradable, nontoxic, non-corrosive, non-solvent water based formula that is free of dyes. Packaging: Quarts

ODOR OUT
ODOR OUT is a very effective way to clean the air and remove especially tough odors from fire,
smoke, flood damage, cooking, pet odors, sewage and more. ODOR OUT uses activated charcoal to
refresh stale air and remove odors without heavy perfumes or scents. ODOR OUT provides
continuous odor control and may be used just about anywhere. Great for use where odor removal
is needed but no scent is desired. Packaging: Tubs 1 lb, 4 lb

SAN CLEAN
SAN CLEAN is a penetrating foam cleaner that disinfects and deodorizes in one step. SAN CLEAN
has been designed specifically for Homes, Nursing Homes, Hospitals, Institutions, Offices, Schools,
Motels and Hotels. When used as directed, SAN CLEAN is formulated to disinfect inanimate hard
surfaces (such as walls, sink tops, tables, chairs, telephones, bathrooms, shower stalls, bathtubs,
hampers, cabinets and bed springs). In addition, SAN CLEAN deodorizes those areas which generally
are hard to keep fresh smelling (such as garbage storage areas, empty garbage bins and cans,
restrooms, shower stalls and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms).
When used as directed, SAN CLEAN demonstrates effective disinfection against Staphylococcus
aureus, Methicillin Resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Salmonella enterica, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Canine Parvovirus, Herpes simplex type 1, Herpes simplex type 2, Legionella
pneumophila, and Influenza A H1N1. Authorized by USDA for use in federally inspected meat and
poultry plants. EPA registered. Packaging: Aerosol
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S-CLEAN Q is designed for general cleaning in homes, nursing homes, hospitals, institutions, offices,
schools, motels and hotels. When used as directed S-CLEAN Q is formulated to clean inanimate
hard surfaces (such as walls, sink tops, tables, chairs, telephones, door knobs, light switches, shower
stalls, hampers, cabinets and bed springs). In addition, S-CLEAN Q deodorizes those areas which
generally are hard to keep fresh smelling such as garbage storage areas, empty garbage bins and
cans, basements, and other areas which are prone to odors caused by microorganisms. Packaging:
Quarts

SCENT APPEAL AEROSOL
SCENT APPEAL is especially effective as a spot treatment for rooms, drapes, carpets, etc. Use to
control and neutralize odors caused from nirogenous and sulforus sources such as urine, feces,
decay, racidity, animals, fire, smoke, cooking and mildew. SCENT APPEAL also neutralizes odors
caused by organic decomposition and tabacco smoke. Meets all current VOC standards. Available
in Breeze, Cinnamon, Hawaiian Breeze and Powder Fresh fragrances. Packaging: Aerosol

SCENT APPEAL BEADS
Provides fresh smelling air to an entire area in just minutes. Works best where there is air flow
through the bag. SCENT APPEAL BEADS are primarily designed for HVAC systems, but can be used
in many other applications such as vacuum bags, drawers, fan units, and in vehicles. Available in
Cherry, Citrus Surprise, Fresh Air, Orange, Peach, Plumeria, Potpourri, Spice, Watermelon and
Vanilla fragrances. Packaging: Box of Flow Through Bags

SCENT APPEAL COMB
SCENT APPEAL COMB is a new and improved air freshener that releases 25-35% more fragrance
than gel products and will freshen any space for up to 30 days. SCENT APPEAL COMB’s can not
break or spill and are 100% Recyclable. SCENT APPEAL COMB’s are available in Cinnamon, Citrus,
Cucumber Melon, Mango and Raspberry fragrances. Packaging: Bulk

SCENT APPEAL LIQUID
SCENT APPEAL water soluble deodorant has been developed to attack odors at the source and
eliminate them. Scent Appeal Liquid may be added to mop water, carpet extraction machines, and
paint to deodorize while cleaning and is ready-to-use with a trigger sprayer, or may be diluted with
water. Available in Bamboo, Lavender and Plumeria fragrances. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATED
SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATED is a water soluble deodorant has been developed to attack
odors at the source and eliminate them. SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATED is such a versatile
product that it may be added to mop water, carpet extraction machines, and paint to deodorize
while cleaning, is ready-to-use with a trigger sprayer, or may be diluted with water.
Packaging: Gallons

THE ANSWER SUMMER GEL
THE ANSWER is a unique gelled deodorant designed to be used anywhere offensive odors are a
problem. The clinging gel allows product to be applied on horizontal, vertical and irregularly shaped
surfaces. Its slow releasing formula continuously provides fragrance for extended periods of time.
Ideal for use on hard, non-porous surfaces. Spray on air conditioner filters, above doors, in trash
receptacles and dumpsters, on walls, in port-a toilets, above ceiling fans and behind toilets. Areas
of use include in automobiles, homes, laundry rooms, pet areas, hotels, schools, municipalities,
hospitals, kitchens, nursing homes . . . anywhere! Packaging: Aerosols
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S-CLEAN Q

TRASH IT
TRASH IT is designed for the tough job of deodorizing and cleaning trash chutes, dumpsters, and
trash facilities. The super concentrated formula is a very powerful odor counteract-ant combined
with powerful detergents to effectively remove obnoxious odors while completing necessary cleaning
tasks. Regular use of TRASH IT will help keep odors under control. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

TROPICAL BREEZE
TROPICAL BREEZE is a concentrated malodor deactivator that can be used 3 ways: 1) Use straight
to address industrial malodors, 2) Dilute and use as a contact or space spray or, 3) Use as a mop
solution additive to address large open areas. TROPICAL BREEZE uses a micro emulsion technology
to release all the active ingredients for the most effective malodor control.
Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

U-PAD
U-PAD disposable floor mats will make restroom maintenance easier and faster. By positioning
them under urinals and toilets, any unwanted splashes or drops will be absorbed and the odors
they cause neutralized. U-PAD will protect floor surfaces from stains, discoloration and uric acid
damage. Available in Square or U-Shaped. Packaging: Box of Individual Pads

U-POD
U-POD Is a urinal cleaner and deodorizer, installed at the top of the urinal , with every flush it
releases powerful cleaners that leave the urinal with a like-new condition. At the same time it
deodorizes the room. The U-POD is another alternative to urinal blocks and other enzyme cleaners.
U-POD will clean the urinal from top to bottom more effectively than scrubbing. U-POD will last 60
days. Using the U-POD consistently will restore the pipes and sewer lines.
Packaging: Box of Individual U-Pods

U-POD PLUS
U-POD PLUS is a powerful cleaner and descaler that removes years of calculus build-up in pipes
and prevents new build-up from forming. It also helps prevent costly plumbing bills due to build-up
in pipes. U-POD PLUS eliminates a major source of urinal odors deep in the pipes and emits a light,
fresh scent. No tools, tapes or screws required for a simple, seconds-only installation; easy refill
cartridge for fast servicing. No metal parts to create rust or scratch on porcelain. Contains no
paradichlorobenzene, a possible carcinogen. Gentle on pipes – no harsh cleaners. Semi-permanent
bracket reduces waste from each use. Refill cartridge made with #5 recyclable plastic. U-POD PLUS
with its flexible design, fits most urinals, providing unlimited men’s restroom placement
opportunities. Packaging: Pods

URINAL SCREEN
The URINAL SCREEN combines the technology of a 30 day urinal air freshener/deodorizer with the
absolute splash elimination available due to it’s two sided design. The URINAL SCREEN also provides
an easy to use out indicator system to assist in timely maintenance. The URINAL SCREEN releases
more than twice the active ingredients as look-alike screens, over 30 days to keep the urinal and
restroom smelling fresh. The URINAL SCREEN doesn’t’ just mask, it releases optimized bacteria
that consume odors. The revolutionary design features a post & lattice design extending through
the screen and diffuses the urine stream while releasing a pleasant fragrance. The 2-sided antisplash design removes 99% of urine splash either side up! The URINAL SCREEN easy reminder
system lets you know when it’s time to replace the screen. Simply remove the tabs upon installation
to set your replacement date. Available in Cinnamon, Fresh, Mango and Mint Scent.
Packaging: Box 2 screens per package
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ALCO ZYME
ALCO ZYME is a liquid form of living bacteria in suspension to promote decomposition of organic
matter and the removal of odors. ALCO ZYME is recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks,
drain lines, holding tanks and garbage areas to control odors and prevent buildup.
Packaging: Quarts

BIO BLOCK
BIO BLOCK is a concentrated enzyme blended block which contains a synergized blend of eight
bacterial strains along with buffers, surfactant and stabilized enzymes to enhance degradation
capabilities of heavy organic deposits. Packaging: Blocks 5lb, 10lb

BLUE LIGHTNING
BLUE LIGHTNING granular odorless line treatment cleans, open up and maintains drains. Ultraconcentrated to break down most commercial and industrial drain obstructions. Pleasant fragrance
and non-fuming makes BLUE LIGHTNING very easy to use. Unique exothermic acting helps break
down: Grease, hair, coffee grounds, fats, vegetable matter, tobacco, lint, slim, drain scum and many
other difficult drain conditions. Packaging: Containers

BREEDERS
BREEDERS is a convenient, super highly concentrated liquid form of living bacteria in suspension to
promote rapid decomposition of organic matter and the odors associated with decomposition.
BREEDERS is recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks, drain lines, holding tanks, garbage
areas, and more to control odors and prevent buildup. Packaging: Gallons

BUGS IN A BAG
BUGS IN A BAG is a high potency dry bacteria complex used to safely speed up the natural
decomposition of organic waste, leaving carbon dioxide and water as byproducts. When used
regularly, BUGS IN A BAG will eliminate odors, reduce sludge, and prevent pipes and drain fields
from clogging. This easy to use product is safe for the environment, non-corrosive, and very effective.
Packaging: Individual Bags

C&G
C & G is a multipurpose, single component adhesive sealant that quickly adheres to most surfaces.
It cures in 24 hours providing a tough, resilient, silicone rubber good for hundreds of application.
C&G can be used for gasketing, sealing, bonding, insulating, caulking, encapsulating and coating.
This flexible material resists shrinking, cracking, weather, ozone, chemicals, moisture, vibration
and extreme temperatures ranging from -60° to 450°F. Available in Aluminum, Black, Clear, Red
and White. Packaging: Piston Driven Tubes
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CANNON
This easy to use non-acid, non-fuming drain opener requires no dangerous mixing and will not
harm plumbing or septic tanks. CANNON aids in the removal of organic obstructions like grease,
cloth, hair, paper and fatty type stoppages. CANNON can also be used on a maintenance program
to prevent sludge buildup. Packaging: Quarts

CANNON CLEAR
CANNON CLEAR is an easy to use drain opener. CANNON CLEAR requires n o dangerous mixing.
CANNON CLEAR will not harm plumbing or septic tanks and is safe on garbage disposal. CANNON
CLEAR aids in the removal of organic obstructions like grease, cloth, hair, paper and sludge.
Packaging: Quarts

CANNON PLUS LAVENDER
CANNON PLUS LAVENDER is a high-powered, non-acid drain opener that penetrates clogging masses,
converting them to soft pulp that flushes through the system to clean and clear clogged drains.
CANNON PLUS LAVENDER is heavier than water, so it goes right to the clog and dissolves organic
matter, grease, soap, paper, hair, and lint. Packaging: Half Gallon

CANNON PLUS LEMON
This high-powered formulation penetrates clogging masses, cleaning and clearing clogged drains.
Heavier than water, it goes right to the clog and dissolves organic matter, grease, soap, paper, hair
and lint. Ideal for both problem drains and preventative maintenance. Harmless to plumbing and
septic systems, when used as directed. It should not be used in garbage disposals.
Packaging: Quarts

FLY-AWAY
This unique product is designed to eliminate the sanitation problems that restaurants and food
preparation facilities often face due to the buildup of organic waste like grease, in drains and grease
traps as well as under heavy equipment. FLY-AWAY is a highly concentrated bacterial gel that actually
digests grease buildup that occurs over time. By inhibiting the normal biological production of
odor causing compounds, FLY-AWAY is able to remove foul odors from drain lines, grease traps,
and sewer lines. Contains Citronella, a natural fly deterrent. Packaging: Quarts

FOAM LINE
FOAM LINE is sewer line cleaner and degreaser specially designed to remove problematic grease
buildup in sewer lines. A safe, water-based product comprise of next generation detergents that
remove grease blockages when used with high-pressure sewer line cleaning equipment. FOAM
LINE is a biodegradable, phosphate free, contains no petroleum distillates, non-acid, non caustic,
non-corrosive, non-toxic. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

FORMULA 57
FORMULA 57 liquefies grease and controls objectionable odors. It is non-acid, non-corrosive, noncaustic, and generates no heat, so it is safe on pipes and safer for employees. FORMULA 57 is
designed to reduce the accumulation of grease, fats, and slime that form in sewage lines, septic
tanks, cesspools, and drains, thus ending overflow, clogging, and offensive odors. FORMULA 57
dissolves the grease that holds hair, soap scum, coffee grinds and other blockages together thus
allowing drains to flow freely. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk
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This granular product is designed to remove fat and grease deposits in sewer and drain lines. The
powerful chemical solvent in FORMULA 86’D is augmented by its catalytic and penetrating action.
Aluminum chips absorb heat and distribute it evenly thereby making the product perform for longer
periods. Packaging: Canisters

GEL-BAC
The thickened bacteria/enzyme complex in GEL-BAC liquefies organic waste and controls odors in
grease traps, septic systems, floor drains, restrooms, and dumpster areas. The unique thickened
formula clings to the sides of pipes and vertical surfaces for maximum efficiency. GEL-BAC is
environmentally friendly, non-toxic, biodegradable, and USDA approved. Packaging: Quarts

GREASE TRAP BLOCKS
These easy to use blocks can be tossed into a grease trap to consume grease, fat, oils, food, etc…
reducing costs and maintenance needed to keep the trap free flowing and odorless. The block
dissolves slowly to release grease eating bacteria for approximately 30 days with no pumps needed
and no physical pouring of liquid required. GREASE TRAP BLOCKS continuously add to the number
of bacteria available to consume grease even if chemical cleaners that kill bacteria have entered
the trap. Packaging: Individual Blocks

H2O LESS URINAL & LINE CLEANER & DEODORIZER
H20-less Bowl & Line Cleaner and H2O-Less Deodorizer are design for waterless urinals. H20-less
Bowl & Line Cleaner is a concentrated cleaner and drain line maintainer which cleans and removes
hard scale and Other recrustations that build up on the fixture and in the drain line. Use regularly
for preventative maintenance to remove uratic slats and calcium build up from drain line in order
to keep drains free flowing and reduce odors. H2O-Less Deodorizer has a long lasting vanilla scent,
it will not evaporate out of the drain line so it remains for extended periods of time expending only
small amounts each time the urinal is used so it last approximately 1,200 plus uses.
Packaging: Pints (Deodorizer), Quarts (Cleaner)

LIQUID AUGER
LIQUID AUGER is a fast working, industrial bi-phase drain opener that works without harming
pipes or fixtures. It features an inhibited virgin acid that is safer to handle than conventional acidic
drain openers, combined with a grease eliminator that also acts as an odor masking agent.
Packaging: Pints

MEGA BAC 100X
MEGA BAC 100X drain maintenance system provides a highly effective, non-toxic, biodegradable,
bacterial grease-digesting treatment MEGA BAC 100X, puts to work billions of colony forming
bacteria from our Industrial Drain Cleaner, which digest fats, oil and grease (FOG), leaving behind
water and inert carbon. MEGA BAC 100X helps avoid drain back-ups and reduces build-ups in
grease traps, interceptors, and sewage ejectors. Odors are neutralized at the source by reducing
grease. MEGA BAC 100X contains naturally occurring bacteria designed to treat drains on a timemetered basis, providing round the clock drain protection, odor control, and clean drains.
DISPENSER SOLD SEPARATELY Packaging: 17 oz.

MEGA BAC
A convenient liquid form of living bacteria in suspension that promotes decomposition of organic
matter without the use of acids, caustics or solvents. MEGA BAC may be used as a deodorizer in
bathrooms, trash chutes, dumpsters, drain lines, grease traps, septic tanks, holding tanks and around
urinals. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk
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MEGA BAC APPLE
MEGA BAC APPLE is a convenient liquid form of living bacteria in suspension to promote the
decomposition of organic matter without the use of acids, caustics or solvents. When used in drain
lines and grease traps it effectively prevents build-up of grease and organic matter which cause
clogs and odors. MEGA BAC APPLE may be used as a deodorizer in bathrooms, trash chutes,
dumpsters, drain lines, grease traps, septic tanks, holding tanks, carpets, and around urinals. The
anaerobic and aerobic bacteria in MEGA BAC APPLE have been cultured specifically for their ability
to digest waste quickly and effectively thus speeding up the normal “breakdown” process. The
bacteria quickly and effectively controls odors anywhere, even pet odors in carpet and sewage
odors from overflow. Packaging: Quarts

MEGA BAC MINI CONCENTRATE
MEGA BAC MINI CONCENTRATE is a convenient liquid form of living bacteria in suspension to
promote decomposition of organic matter and the odors associated with decomposition. MEGA
BAC MINI CONCENTRATE is recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks, drain lines, holding
tanks and garbage areas to control odors, and prevent buildup. Packaging: 8oz bottles

MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY
MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY is a synergized blend of three bacillus microorganism for optimum
enzymatic activity. MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY produces protease, lipase, amylase and cellulase for
excellent breakdown of starches, carbohydrates, protein, tissue paper, fats, grease, oils, and vegetable
gums. MEGA BAC MIXED BERRY deodorizes toilets, showers and garbage cans. It digests carpet
urine stains and removes blood, food and grass stains from laundry, too. Use in restaurants, hospitals,
hotels, schools and nursing homes. Cleans floors, walls, toilets, urinals, sinks, and all types of fixtures
and surfaces not harmed by water. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

MEGA BAC PLUS
MEGA BAC PLUS combines special multi-cultured strains of natural bacteria with the waste digesting
properties of salmonella-free natural enzymes that are non-pathogenic and non-polluting. These
anaerobic and aerobic bacteria have been cultured specifically for their ability to digest waste
quickly and effectively thus speeding up the normal break-down process. Free enzymes are then
combined with the bacteria to make MEGA BAC PLUS the fastest working “bugs” in the industry.
They quickly and effectively break down organic matter and the odors associated with
decomposition. It is recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks, drain lines, holding tanks
and garbage areas to control odors, and prevent build-up. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA
MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA combines special multi-cultured strains of natural bacteria with the
waste digesting properties of salmonella free natural enzymes that are non-pathogenic and nonpolluting. MEGA BAC PLUS GREEN TEA the fastest working “bugs” in the industry. They quickly and
effectively break down organic matter and the odors associated with decomposition. It is
recommended for use in grease traps, septic tanks, drain lines, holding tanks, and garbage areas to
control odors, and prevent build up. Packaging: Quarts

MEGA BAC PODS
MEGA BAC PODS are a unique & powerful way to clean and deodorize garbage disposals, toilets,
urinals and drain lines. Convenient and time saving! Just drop the pouch in the bowl or disposer
and it starts cleaning! Bio-enzymes eliminate odors and grease build up in disposals, sinks, urinals
and toilets. Great for smelly floor drains & septic systems, too. Packaging: 2 oz. pouches
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This floating lift station degreaser quickly dissolves deposits in wet wells that could greatly reduce
capacity and emit offensive odors. MEGA LIFT is added directly to lift station wet wells in its
concentrated form for effortless cleaning. The rise and fall of the water level accomplishes cleaning
and degreasing of the vertical surfaces of lift stations, wet wells, and similar treatment facilities,
reducing the need for routine physical cleaning. MEGA LIFT will also neutralize offensive odors.
Packaging: Bulk

MEGA LIFT GRAPE
This floating lift station degreaser is formulated to quickly dissolve deposits in wet wells which
could greatly reduce capacity and emit offensive odors. MEGA LIFT GRAPE is added directly to lift
station wet wells in its concentrated form. The rise and fall of the water level cleans and degreases
the vertical surfaces of lift stations, wet wells, and other treatment facilities, reducing the need for
physical cleaning. MEGA LIFT GRAPE effectively neutralizes odors. Packaging: Bulk

MEGA LIFT II
MEGA LIFT II degreases, deodorizes, and cleans. It is also 100% natural and biodegradable. This
amazing product is formulated with soy bean oil derivatives, Delimonine and natural corn surfactants.
It is manufactured for today’s client’s high expectation for performance products. It is cost effective
for today’s budgets. MEGA LIFT II emulsifies and degreases raw sewage as it floats into lift station
wells. The accumulation of sewage, grease, oils, fatty acids, calcium and soap scum form deposits
on wet well walls. Packaging: Bulk

NATURAL WAY
NATURAL WAY is a highly concentrated, all natural citrus based organic solvent blend designed for
all heavy duty degreasing and drain maintenance. NATURAL WAY is the most powerful of our natural
citrus based products. The high concentrate level of this product allows the user the flexibility to
emulsify heavy grease buildup or to dilute with water for general cleaning. NATURAL WAY breaks
down grease and grime buildup and will clean drain lines, garbage disposal units and grease traps
while removing foul odors. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most surfaces.
NATURAL WAY is 100% biodegradable. Packaging: Pints, Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

NATURAL WAY II
THE NATURAL WAY II is all natural, all-organic, and biodegradable solvent blend. Contains no
hazardous chlorinated solvents. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most
surfaces. Ideally suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. Has a fresh citrus aroma.
Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

ODOR CAP
ODOR CAP is a uniquely formulated, environmentally friendly sealer designed for use in waterless
no flush urinals. ODOR CAP creates a non-soluble seal of a deodorizing liquid in the trap. ODOR
CAP has a pleasant cherry fragrance to give instant and long lasting odor problems from dried out
traps, keeping them wet and odor free. Easy to use, simply add it and forget it. Packaging: Quarts
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MEGA LIFT

PIPE BOND KIT
PIPE BOND KIT is a strong, permanent and economical repair. Works on virtually every kind of pipe
and hose. It’s an easy alternative to traditional methods such as cementing, soldering, welding,
sleeving and replacement. Works on wet, dry, clean, dirty or corroded pipes. Even works under
water…salt or fresh. PIPE BOND KIT can be use to repair copper, rubber, plastics, fiberglass, pvc
pipe, galvanized, concrete, etc. Safe for drinking water system repairs. Has a strong 600 PSI. Conforms
to a standard water main pressure test. Withstands temperatures up to 425°F. Ideal for emergencies
and frozen pipe breaks. PIPE BOND KIT is impervious to water, oils, chemicals, solvents and acids.
Packaging: Kit includes Fiberglass Wrap, Epoxy Putty and Gloves.

SEEK THE LEAK
SEEK THE LEAK’s advanced sensitive solution is formulated to pinpoint even the smallest of leaks.
Suspends dirt so the particles will not drastically reduce the sensitivity of SEEK THE LEAK. The
unique formula allows SEEK THE LEAK to cling to pipes for extended periods of time. Excellent for
locating refrigeration leaks in any refrigeration system, air conditioners, refrigeration units, walk in
coolers, window units, refrigerators, etc. It can also be used to locate nitrogen and natural gas
leaks. SEEK THE LEAK is biodegradable, non-toxic and non-corrosive, easy to use, and oxygen safe.
Packaging: Quarts

SEWER & DRAIN SWEETNER
SEWER & DRAIN SWEETNER controls and removes foul odors like rotten egg and sulfur smells from
sewer lines, lift stations, grease traps, sump pumps, water pits, etc. SEWER & DRAIN SWEETNER is
a coagulant in liquid form based on divalent iron (Fe2+). It is used primarily for Hydrogen Sulfide
Control to reduce odor and corrosion, for phosphorus removal, as a micronutrient as well as in
manufacturing intermediaries while leaving a sweet orange scent. Packaging: Bulk

SLIME AWAY
SLIME AWAY is a natural citrus base drain declogger with a high pressure spray that provides quick
penetration to blockage source and starts dissolving immediately. Effectively restores free flowing
drains by breaking down grease, fat, body oils, soap, etc. Packaging: Aerosol

SOY NATURAL
SOY NATURAL has the power of natural soy with a boost from natural orange. It contains no
petroleum based or chlorinated solvent, is non-acid, non-caustic, non corrosive. It’s biodegradable.
Packaging: Pints

SUPER BLOCK
SUPER BLOCK and SUPER BLOCK MINI are deodorant blocks designed to control and deodorize
especially large, smelly areas. SUPER BLOCK and SUPER BLOCK MINI are long-lasting and contain
NO VOC’S. It is a great deodorizer for sewers, elevator shafts, dumpster areas, garbage collection
areas, water treatment facilities, etc.
Packaging: 5lb,& 20lb Blocks (20 lb also available in Grape scent)

SUPER LAVA PLUS
SUPER LAVA PLUS granulated aluminum chip sewer solvent removes fat and grease deposits from
sewer and drain lines. SUPER LAVA PLUS sewer solvent products contain a powerful chemical solvent
and aluminum chips to absorb and evenly distribute heat, making SUPER LAVA PLUS sewer solvents
perform for longer periods. Many sewer solvents emit flammable vapors which can pose fire and
explosion hazards. SUPER LAVA PLUS products protect your employees from this danger because
SUPER LAVA PLUS vapors are non-combustible. SUPER LAVA PLUS is an extra strength version of
LAVA for tough sewer problems and large quantity applications. Packaging: Bulk
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U-POD PLUS is a powerful cleaner and descaler that removes years of calculus build-up in pipes
and prevents new build-up from forming. It also helps prevent costly plumbing bills due to build-up
in pipes. U-POD PLUS eliminates a major source of urinal odors deep in the pipes and emits a light,
fresh scent. No tools, tapes or screws required for a simple, seconds-only installation; easy refill
cartridge for fast servicing. No metal parts to create rust or scratch on porcelain. Contains no
paradichlorobenzene, a possible carcinogen. Gentle on pipes – no harsh cleaners. Semi-permanent
bracket reduces waste from each use. Refill cartridge made with #5 recyclable plastic. U-POD PLUS
with its flexible design, fits most urinals, providing unlimited men’s restroom placement
opportunities. Packaging: Pods

U S & O REMOVER
This is a white emulsion uratic salt remover for those hard to remove calcium deposits in urinal
drains and odors that arise from uratic salts accumulating in the drain lines. On a regular preventive
maintenance schedule U S & O REMOVER can help cut down on the costly task of removing urinals
from the wall for clearing and deodorizing. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

U S & O SUPER COAT
U S & O SUPER COAT is a specially thickened white emulsion uratic salt remover for those hard to
remove calcium deposits in urinal drains and also controls odors that arise from uratic salts
accumulating in the drain lines. Packaging: Quarts
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U-POD PLUS

FLOOR & CARPET CARE
ABSORB
Absorbs liquids and odors while changing smelly liquids into an odorless semi-solid for fast easy
cleanups. Scented with a pleasant lemon fragrance. ABSORB is ideal for spills, broken containers of
food or drinks, chemicals, vomit, urine, blood, and any other fluids. Each container will absorb up
to 12 gallons of liquid. Packaging: Canisters

AUTO SCRUB
This non-sudsing formula makes AUTO SCRUB perfect for use in all hard surface floor cleaning
applications including automatic scrubbing machines. It can be sprayed, mopped, or wiped-on for
spot cleaning. AUTO SCRUB will quickly remove oils, greases, waxes, and carbon soils. Dilutable up
to 60:1! Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

BACINATOR
BACINATOR is a unique active bacteria odor eliminator especially designed for easy application on
carpets and upholstery to eliminate odors that are organic in nature. This versatile product can
also be used on most hard surfaces to counteract pet and body odors and more. Only 6% VOC.
Packaging: Aerosol

BURST “O”
This is an extremely concentrated malodor eliminator. BURST “O” contains a unique blend of all
organic, natural perfumes in an oil base to provide long-term results. Can be used as a liquid
deodorant, a space spray, and as a contact spray both indoors and outdoors. Great for use in carpet
extraction machines, and when added to mop water and cleaning rags. Available in Berry, Vanilla,
and Dreamsicle Scents. Packaging: Pints

D-GUM
D-GUM contains a natural orange oil solvent to quickly cut through chewing gum and candle wax
from soft surfaces such as carpet, rugs, upholstery, or fabric. The biodegradable formula leaves a
fresh orange fragrance. Packaging: Aerosol

FRESH AND CLEAN
FRESH AND CLEAN provides a two-phase approach to cleaning and deodorizing carpet and fabric.
First, the unique natural chemical system instantly deodorizes and dissolves embedded grime and
organic matter. Second, the bio-enzymatic activity begins breaking down the organic residue,
eliminating stains and odors at the source. Removes milk, blood, wine, vomit, urine and feces.
Packaging: Aerosol

FRESH SPRINKLES
FRESH SPRINKLES is a unique multi-action formula that eliminates those hard to remove odors in
carpet that are caused by smoke, pets and mildew. FRESH SPRINKLES freshens the room with a
distinctive long lasting fragrance. Use FRESH SPRINKLES every time you vacuum for a clean, fresh
room. Packaging: 1.5lb Containers
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G.N.C. is a neutral synthetic detergent that penetrates and dissolves stubborn soils from floors,
walls, counter tops, desks and any other hard surfaces not harmed by water. It is safe on all finishes
and contains no soap, acid, ammonia, alkali, phosphates or other harsh chemicals. G.N.C. is
concentrated, economical and versatile. Packaging: Gallon

HYDRO CITRA FOAM
Using the power of hydrogen peroxide and the awesome cleaning ability of d-Limonene, HYDRO
CITRA FOAM is definitely the next generation in cleaning products! There are many “oxygen-based”
cleaners on the market these days, but HYDRO CITRA FOAM is different. HYDRO CITRA FOAM is
specifically formulated at a higher pH than other cleaners. Since hydrogen peroxide is more active
at a higher pH HYDRO CITRA FOAM has more powerful cleaning and stain removing properties
than other products on the market. This formulation can be used on a multitude of surfaces including
glass, upholstery, metals, carpet, stainless steel, tile, countertops, fabric, plastic, floors, walls and
much more. HYDRO CITRA FOAM will even remove red wine and other difficult stains from most
carpets without expensive and often labor intensive heat transfer methods. Packaging: Quarts

K.O.’D
K.O.’D is a powerful carpet stain and spot remover. It contains strong cleaners and degreasers to
remove stains due to a wide variety of causes including dirt, ink, grease, oil, mud, ketchup, urine,
vomit, coffee, tea, alcoholic beverages, soft drinks and blood. With its concentrated stream spray,
and upside down spray valve, K.O.’D easily attacks spots and stains without heavy over-spray. It
quickly saturates materials for instant cleaning, but because it contains no solvents, it will not
soften carpet backing, nor will it leave any residue. But K.O.’D doesn’t stop there! With an effective
odor neutralizer, odors from urine, vomit and blood are eliminated through oxidation catalysis,
leaving a pleasant fragrance. Packaging: Aerosol, Bulk

K.O.’D HYDRO
This powerful carpet stain and spot remover contains hydrogen peroxide that has been formulated
at a higher pH than other “oxygen-based” cleaners. Hydrogen peroxide is more effected at higher
pH, making K.O.’D HYDRO the best option for all of your carpet spotting needs. Removes soils such
as Kool-Aid, red wine, juices, dirt, ink, grease, oil, mud, ketchup, urine, vomit, coffee, tea, alcoholic
beverages, soft drinks, and blood. Contains an anti-resoiling agent to prevent stains from
reappearing. Packaging: Quarts

K.O.’D PLUS
K.O.’D PLUS is a concentrated blend of enzymes and d-limonen, designed to quickly saturate and
break down organic stains and odors caused by blood, urine, feces, vomit, grass stains and most
foods. K.O.’D PLUS leaves the carpet smelling fresh and clean. Although this product will not harm
most carpet fabrics, all carpets should be tested for color fastness prior to use. To test, spray small
area of carpet in out of the way spot, let dry. If carpet discolors, contact supplier before using. Do
not use on white or light colored carpet. Packaging: Aerosol

KING KONG CONCRETE & FLOOR CLEANER
KING KONG CONCRETE & FLOOR CLEANER is a heavy duty concrete and floor cleaner that won’t
clog coils, lines or nozzles. KING KONG can be used for light to heavy cleaning in steam and high
pressure machines. It works in hard water and will not leave any residue. Packaging: 9 lbs Bucket
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G.N.C.

MARBLE FLOOR CLEANER
MARBLE FLOOR CLEANER is a new concept in detergent cleaners. It is formulated with unique
surfactants that make it a true no rinse product. It penetrates and dissolves stubborn soils from
walls, floors, linoleum, ceilings, counter tops, tables, bathrooms and any surface not harmed by
water. MARBLE FLOOR CLEANER is safe on all finishes and contains no soap, acid, ammonia, alkali,
phosphates or other harsh chemicals.It is environmentally friendly and gentle to people. It’s
formulated to be free-rinsing, even in hard water. Packaging: Quarts

MEGA SHINE
New advanced formula provides a super high gloss while 28% solids content makes this product
extremely durable, long lasting, and slip resistant. MEGA SHINE can be buffed at low speed or
burnished with a super high speed machine for an outstanding “wet look” finish. MEGA SHINE can
also be damp mopped without dulling the shine. Specifically formulated for use on vinyl, tile, terrazzo,
ceramic, and concrete. Covers approximately 200 sq. ft. per gallon. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

MEGA STRIP
A highly concentrated floor stripper that rapidly penetrates and strips even the new, modern floor
finishes making the toughest jobs easy. MEGA STRIP’s non-amoniated formula can be diluted
anywhere from 4 to 10 ounces per gallon of hot or cold water depending upon floor conditions.
This heavy duty stripper is odorless,sudsless, and is safe for use on all floor surfaces including
wood. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING COMPOUND
OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING COMPOUND does not contain harsh chemicals to extend shelf-life. A
maximum shelf-life of 1 Year is recommended. Regular use of OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING
COMPOUND will help protect furniture, fixtures and merchandise from dust accumulation. Prevent
sickness and disease by absorbing germ-laden dust. Save on cleaning cost by minimizing the need
for dusting and keep floors in a sanitary condition. Packaging: Bulk

QUICK DRY RENEW
QUICK DRY RENEW carpet cleaner concentrate is specifically formulated for fast and easy surface
cleaning of carpets without excessive wetting of the area. This dryer method of cleaning is preferred
by many large facilities for its cleaning power and ease of use. The blend of 40% solvents and 30%
carpet detergents in quick dry renew is ideal for bonnet cleaning, upholstery cleaning, and traffic
lane areas because it uses minimal water and is quick drying. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

RENEW CARPET EXTRACTOR
RENEW CARPET EXTRACTOR is an excellent, dilutable solution for carpet extraction with brighteners
and anti-foam agents added. Standard dilution ratio of 2 oz. per gallon of water uses a pH range of
8.0, which makes RENEW CARPET EXTRACTOR solution safe for use on new carpet fibers and all
color fast materials such as cotton and synthetic fibers. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

SCENT APPEAL LIQUID
SCENT APPEAL water soluble deodorant has been developed to attack odors at the source and
eliminate them. Scent Appeal Liquid may be added to mop water, carpet extraction machines, and
paint to deodorize while cleaning and is ready-to-use with a trigger sprayer, or may be diluted with
water. Available in Bamboo, Lavender and Plumeria. Packaging: Quarts, Bulk
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SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATE is a water soluble deodorant has been developed to attack
odors at the source and eliminate them. SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATE is such a versatile
product that it may be added to mop water, carpet extraction machines, and paint to deodorize
while cleaning, is ready-to-use with a trigger sprayer, or may be diluted with water.
Packaging: Gallons

SNC
Super Neutral Cleaner is powerful enough to take care of the toughest grease and grime yet it will
not harm sensitive surfaces like wood, fabrics, stone floors, painted walls, and finished or waxed
floors. It is a highly concentrated product allowing the user the ability to mix to the desired
performance level required by the task at hand. SNC is the best choice when you need a strong
cleaner on a surface you don’t want to harm. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk
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SCENT APPEAL LEMON CONCENTRATE

GRAFFITI REMOVAL & COATINGS
E-Z OFF
E-Z OFF is an environmentally friendly product that can be used anywhere! E-Z OFF removes
shadowing and Reconditions white boards, removes ink on school desks, permanent marker and
stickers off lockers, ballpoint pen off vinyl walls, graffiti off toilet partitions, graffiti off traffic signs,
scale and rust off stainless steel, hard water stains off porcelain, most stains off fiberglass, oxidation
off aluminum, scuff marks from most floors, heel marks off tile, water stains off grout, tea, coffee
and makeup stains off counter tops, water marks on fiber glass boats above and below the water
line, soap scum off shower stalls, puck marks on the hockey arena and grass/dirt build up off golf
clubs. Packaging: Tubs

GRAFFITI BUSTER
GRAFFITI BUSTER is a ready to use graffiti remover that removes ink, spray paint, lipstick, felt
marking pens, etc. from surfaces such as formica, vinyl, baked enamel, painted surfaces, cement
brick, marble and granite. Packaging: Gallons

GRAFFITI GUARD
GRAFFITI GUARD is a clear, odorless liquid that can be applied to nearly any non-porous surface to
provide a protective barrier against graffiti. After GRAFFITI GUARD is applied, it dries to a clear film
which protects against spray paint, marker, pen, and other substances. Once defaced, the barrier is
easily removed with no damage to the surface. The thickened formula adheres to vertical surfaces,
and is water-resistant, allowing for outdoor applications. It will not affect signs’ reflective properties,
and will not discolor. Packaging: Quarts

JELL STRIP
JELL STRIP gel formulation paint remover quickly removes paint, epoxy paint, lacquer, shellac,
enamel, varnish, labels, carbon deposits, silicone, simulated wood paneling and similar materials.
Product will not run. JELL STRIP has been authorized by the USDA for use in federally inspected
meat and poultry plants. Packaging: Aerosol

LIFT-OUT
LIFT-OUT is a heavy duty emulsifier and degreaser that removes heavy soil and stains, old paint,
decals, adhesives, inks and waxes from many surfaces. LIFT-OUT is also a very effective graffiti
remover that is powerful enough to remove graffiti from most surfaces with little effort, even works
to lift tough graffiti marks out of concrete and brick surfaces for easy removal.
Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Pails, Drums

MEGA OFF
MEGA OFF works extremely well on all hard surfaces, such as lexan, glass, brick, brass, chrome,
marble, tile, etc… MEGA OFF also removes paint, ink, tar, and marking pen from vinyl seats. MEGA
OFF can be used on buses, trains, bridges, road signs, walls, etc… MEGA OFF can be used on all hard
surfaces. Excellent to remove scuff marks from racquetball court walls. You should always pre-test
an inconspicuous area first, such as; asphalt, tile, painted and some soft plastics and lexan or any
surface susceptible to solvent damage. Packaging: Aerosol
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When applied to hard, non-porous surfaces, PROTECT-IT forms a protective wax barrier that resists
graffiti and other stains. It may be applied to metal, vinyl, formica, enamel and linoleum. PROTECTIT prevents staining and corrosion from urine on bathroom stalls. Keeps food from staining smooth
restaurant surfaces such as vinyl booths and plastic or varnished partitions. PROTECT-IT works
great on vinyl bus seats, school desks, counters, washroom partitions, lockers, panels, refrigerators,
table tops, golf carts, boats, etc. PROTECT-IT is also non-chlorinated, stain resistant coating and will
not harm plastic. Packaging: Aerosol

SOY AWAY
SOY AWAY is an environmentally safe and natural soy based graffiti remover and paint stripper.
SOY AWAY is designed to remove graffiti from most surfaces and can be used for the removal of
paint, varnish and some waxes. Works on glass, brick, concrete, metal surfaces, signs, furniture,
wood, trees and many other surfaces. SOY AWAY is powerful enough to remove lipstick, crayon,
spray paint, sticker and tape residue, waxes, inks and scuff marks safely with no damage to the
original surface. Packaging: Pints, Bulk
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Hand Cleaners, Moisturizers & Personal Protection

GROUNDS & LANDSCAPE MAINTENANCE
CON-RENEW
This is a heavy duty, acid based, concrete cleaner. It flushes out hidden deposits and rinses away
easily. It works well in hard water and has no lasting odor. CON-RENEW helps remove limestone,
cement particles, rust, soap film and mineral deposits. It is an economical and biodegradable product.
Packaging: Quarts, Bulk

D-BUG
D-BUG has a superior DEET FREE formula that utilizes natures three most effective repellents –
Citronella, Tea Tree, and Eucalyptus. D-BUG is Paraben Free with No synthetics and No preservatives
each bottle delivers 350+ sprays that will protect for 4+ hours. Packaging: Spray bottle

INSECT REPEL BANDS
These unique bands can be worn on a wrist, or fastened to belt loops, hatbands, tool belts, work
area materials, etc. to effectively repel flying insects for up to 3 – 4 feet from the band. Protection
will not wash off with water or perspiration. When kept in its plastic container INSECT REPEL BANDS
can be re-used for up to 120 hours! The active ingredient, Geraniol, has been tested to be more
effective than Citronella. Packaging: Individual bands

LIQUID FERTILIZER 16-8-4
Concentrated liquid fertilizer contains special penetrating agents to assure quick absorption and
vigorous, sustained growth. Its balance blend of nutrients promotes rapid greening and lush top
growth marking it the perfect all season general purpose fertilizer for ornamental turf, golf courses,
athletic fields and lawns. Packaging: Bulk

MEGA POWER
This is a highly concentrated, extremely powerful grease fighter that will quickly clean the toughest
grime. MEGA POWER is effective on grease, carbon, grime, oil, soap scum, soot, etc. Different
dilution ratios allow this product to be a very versatile cleaner, and it may be used anywhere water
is safe to use. The formula for this product is non-flammable, non-toxic, non-corrosive and entirely
biodegradable. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

KWIK GREEN 15-5-3
All organic nitrogen fertilizer concentrate, recommended for grass lawns, dichondra, garden areas
and trees. Use on a regular basis to keep lawns healthy and green all year long. EPA Registered.
Packaging: Bulk

WEED-GO
A concentrated water dilutable emulsion for use on non-crop areas such as right-of-ways, industrial
sites, fence rows, storage areas and parking lots. For total vegetation control, WEED-GO kills by
contact and by root absorption, and prevents new plant growth for up to one year. Controls dense
vegetation and thick top growth. One gallon covers up to 1200 square feet. EPA Registered.
Packaging: Bulk
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FOAM MAGIC
FOAM MAGIC is an alcohol free hand sanitizing foam that will not dry out skin and has no strong
odor. Has up to 150 uses per mini pump bottle! FOAM MAGIC mini size can be placed inconspicuously
in a vehicle glove compartment, tool box, pocket, etc. Larger size can be placed in a central location
to share in an office, shop, classroom, or anywhere else. Needs no water or towels.
Packaging: 1.7 oz., 18 oz., 1000ml

FOAMY
FOAMY is formulated with only the most gentle ingredients making it extremely mild to your skin,
yet tough on dirt. FOAMY contains agents that replace natural skin oils normally washed away by
regular soap. FOAMY is formulated with a balanced, neutral pH formula for extra mildness for even
the most sensitive skin. FOAMY leaves your hands soft and pliable. It’s great as a head and body
wash. Dispenser is available. Packaging: Gallons

HAND HEAT PADS
HAND HEAT PADS are excellent for the cold weather they provide warmth to endure cold climate
situations. Each pair last up to 10 hours of soothing warmth for your hands they can also fit inside
your gloves, pockets or wherever you feel a chill. Packaging: Individually Wrapped

HAND HELPER ORANGE BLOSSOM
HAND HELPER is enriched with essential oils to nourish and soften your skin. HAND HELPER
moisturizes your skin without the ‘greasy feeling’ associated with most moisturizers. HAND HELPER
helps protect against drying of the skin caused by heavy industrial work. Packaging: 24oz Bottles

HANDY SANI PEN
HANDY SANI PEN pen is a hand sanitizer spray pen that can be attached to a purse or pocket,
especially during flu season. Kills 99.99% of most common germs that may make you sick. HANDY
SANI PEN comes in a convenient size which allows 100 plus sprays and can be used anytime, anyplace,
without water or towels, leaving hands feeling refreshed without stickiness or residue. The active
ingredient 62% Ethyl Alcohol, is a safe and effective antiseptic and has a pleasant lemon fragrance.
Packaging: 0.34 oz. bottles

HEALTHY HANDS ALOE
Now there is a healthy way to keep your hands clean and soft while ridding your skin of illness
causing bacteria. HEALTHY HANDS ALOE is a foaming antiseptic hand wash formulated with Aloe
Vera. HEALTHY HANDS ALOE is a natural alternative to conventional antibacterial hand soaps.
HEALTHY HANDS ALOE quickly decreases bacteria on the skin and is even effective on Salmonella
and E.Coli organisms. Packaging: 18 Oz Container
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HAND CLEANERS, MOISTURIZERS & PERSONAL PROTECTION

PROTECTOR SPF 50 GRIPPER
is a broad spectrum, paraben free sunscreen that was designed especially to block out the sun’s
harmful UVA and UVB rays to protect skin for a prolonged period of time. Proper application of
PROTECTOR prevents sunburn and the premature aging and increased risk of cancer that is associated
with sun exposure. PROTECTOR’S SPF50 formula is greaseless and water resistant. For maximum
protection for your employees, try Omega’s PYK Protect Your Kisser lip balm with SPF protection.
Packaging: Tubes

PYK
Whether the sun is shining or the wind is blowing, your lips can take a beating by getting too dry or
sun burned. Protect them with PYK – Protect Your Kisser lip protectant with SPF 30 sunscreen. This
conditioning lip balm helps prevent sunburn and prevents and protects chapped, cracked or wind
burned lips. Available in Alpine Cherry and Natural Peppermint. Packaging: Individual Tubes

SANI GEL
SANI GEL skin sanitizer is a refreshing alcohol-based sanitizer that kills 99.9% of most illness-causing
germs. Instantly sanitizes hands without water or towels. SANI GEL leaves hands sanitized, smooth
and conditioned without an antiseptic smell. Evaporates quickly. Will not dry out skin. Helps prevent
bacterial transfer and reduces hospital acquired infections. Dries in 15 seconds leaving hands with
a fresh citrus fragrance. Packaging: 4oz bottles

SHIELD
SHIELD aids in protection of skin from irritants such as ink, salts, acids, corrosive alkalis, solvents,
gasoline and other chemicals. Forms a barrier to prevent grease, paint resins, soil and ink from
penetrating the skin’s pores and creases. Keeps skin cleaner, minimizing cleanup time. For use in
the following industries: petroleum, automotive, printing, aircraft, plastics, metal, paint, chemical,
landscaping, and research laboratories. Packaging: Aerosol

SHIELD CREAM
SHIELD CREAM is a pre-work cream that is ideal for both wet and dry application. SHIELD CREAM
forms a protective barrier to prevent harmful substances from penetrating the skin, making it easier
to clean the hands. SHIELD CREAM is also suitable for facial use. Use SHIELD CREAM in situations
with low to heavy soilings. The sustainable cartridge is fully recyclable. SHIELD CREAM is part of a
unique dispensing system for hand hygiene which consists of a touch-free dispenser and unique
cartridges and therefore offers ultimate efficiency. Dispenser sold separately. Packaging: Aerosols

THE BOSS CITRUS PUMICE
THE BOSS CITRUS PUMICE Hand Cleaner contains premium grade cleasing agents that quickly
dissolve the toughest soils. The formula safetly and effectively removes dirt, grease, resin ink, paint,
glue, rubber gasket and tile cements and many other hard-toremove soils. This VOC compliant,
petroleum solvent free formula has the fresh scent of citrus and is pH balanced. Use it with or
without water. Packaging: Gallons

THE GENERAL
THE GENERAL is a hand cleaner that has a mild citrus fresh scent and is fortified with supreme skin
conditioners and natural walnut shells scrubbers. THE GENERAL is a non-solvent formula that
eliminates drying and cracking. Contains the anti-microbial “PCMX” and superior skin emollients
and skin conditioners. THE GENERAL’s thick concentered formula reduces hand soap use by up to
75%. It washes away completely with no greasy residue and it has no phosphates. Wall mounted
dispenser sold separately. Packaging: 120 oz, 13.53 oz, 3.38 oz
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DEFOAMER
This water soluble foam controller may be used around sewage treatment plants, or dripped into
waste streams where foam creates a problem. DEFOAMER may also be mixed with various detergents
to reduce or eliminate foam in applications such as auto scrubbers, power washers, etc. without
affecting the detergency of the cleaner. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

E-Z KLEEN ACID
This acidic cleaner restores efficiency loss due to rust and corrosion on heat exchangers and air
conditioner fins or coils. Removes milk stone and lime deposits from steam tables, dairy equipment
and trucks. E-Z KLEEN ACID contains wetting agents and phosphoric acid to quickly penetrate and
remove rust, scale, lime and other mineral deposits. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

E-Z KLEEN
E-Z KLEEN is a non acid and designed for renovation and fast and easy deep cleaning of air
conditioning coils, fins and filters. Cleaning with E-Z KLEEN will actually step up the heat transfer in
your large or small air handling units from 40% to 80% depending on the condition of the unit.
Removes dust, lint, dirt, oxidation, smoke, grease, pitting, and atmospheric salts. E-Z KLEEN has a
pleasant scent and is safe to use in confined areas as well as sensitive areas of hospitals, hotels,
nursing homes, etc. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

E-Z KLEEN FREE
Foaming, odorless cooling coil cleaner is formulated to penetrate into air conditioner evaporator/
condenser coils and fins to remove all types of soils. The stream spray allows product to be dispersed
deep into the fins of the coil. Upon contact with the surface of the coil, this product begins to react
& flush soil to the surface. Does not need to be rinsed if applied to a functioning unit that produces
moisture. E-Z KLEEN FREE effectively removes grease, oil and water deposits with no odor
whatsoever. Packaging: Aerosol

E-Z KLEEN FRESH
E-Z KLEEN FRESH is formulated to penetrate and remove dirt and matted material from condenser
coils and fins, eliminating the need for high pressure sprayers and bulky tank sprayers. Upon contact
with the surface of the coil, the foaming action of the product begins to remove the soil from the
surface. Rinsing is not required. Dirt and lint are washed away with condensation, leaving unit
cleaned and deodorized.. Packaging: Aerosol

E-Z QUAT BLAST
E-Z QUAT BLAST is a new generation hygienic coil cleaner designed to purify the coil as it cleans.
This proprietary quaternary ammonia compound formula will help open up restricted air flow due
to build up in the coil surface, advance heat transfer, reduce head pressure and optimize system
capacity when the condenser and evaporator coil are cleaned on a regular preventative schedule.
This specialized coil cleaner helps improve indoor air quality and aids in the breakdown of cold
water slime in the pan. Packaging: Aerosols
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P.P.P
P.P.P. is a unique two-part epoxy that creates a permanent bond, it stops leaks or holes in drain
pans, has a fast acting formula with long lasting results. It pours through standing water to create a
permanent bond. The permanent bond stops leaks to prevent damage adheres to almost any surface,
including metal, wood and concrete. P.P.P repairs pan leaks to save replacement cost, takes only
minutes to apply. P.P.P. also includes an anti-microbial additive to eliminate future mold growth.
P.P.P. has a self-leveling formula that will provide a smooth, even coat.
Packaging: Box of Individual Packets

PAN KLEEN
PAN KLEEN is a microbiocide for commercial and industrial air conditioning drip pans, computer
room equipment, refrigerated vending machines, swamp coolers, display cases and cold storage
walk-ins. PAN KLEEN produces a continuous release of an active ingredient that controls fouling
and inhibits the growth of slime forming and odor causing bacteria, organic buildup, scale, and
corrosion deposits. Not for heat vaporizing or atomizing type vaporizer/humidifiers. PAN KLEEN
comes in 2 ton, 5 ton, or 10 ton sizes to fit your unit needs. EPA Registered. (All three sizes shown).
Packaging: Box of Netted Strips

PAN KLEEN GEL TAB 20 TON
PAN KLEEN GEL TAB, the new technology breakthrough for treating A/C drain lines and pans. PAN
KLEEN GEL TAB is easy to use – just place a gel tab in the pan and as moisture drips on or flows over
the gel tab, it activates the chemicals that lock the tab to the drain pan.
Packaging: Box of Gel Tablets

PAN KLEEN LIQUID
PAN KLEEN LIQUID liquid is an environmentally safe way to control algae and slime in air conditioning
pans, lines and refrigeration equipment. PAN KLEEN LIQUID helps avoid clogging, eliminate odors
and keeps drain lines clean and flowing freely. For air conditioning units add 1 ounce of PAN KLEEN
LIQUID for every 1 ton of air conditioning capacity. Packaging: Pints

PAN KLEEN TABS
PAN KLEEN TABS are formulated with AT-8, a powerful cleaning detergent that immediately breaks
up sludge and slime. Completely soluble does not form any deposits in the pan or drain line. Easy to
use, safe, non-toxic, non corrosive. Clean sludge, scum and other accumulations in A/C pan and
drain lines. Eliminates overflows caused by plugged condensate drain and pan. Color coded White
tablets treat up to 3 ton unit. Yellow tablets treat up to 2 ton unit. Blue tablets treat up to 1 ton
unit. Packaging: Box of tablets

WT 500 Cooling Tower Inhibitor
WT500 is an advanced liquid scale and corrosion inhibitor for use in open recirculating cooling
water systems. It maintains clean, scale-free and deposit-free surfaces which are required for system
life and efficiency. This product will provide effective scale and corrosion control in systems with
highly alkaline scaling makeup waters . One gallon treats 1,000 gallons. Packaging: Bulk

WT 2000 Cooling Tower Inhibitor
Same as WT500, except that one gallon treats 2,000 gallons of system water. Subsequent feed rates
should maintain 150 to 250 ppm. Packaging: Bulk

WT 8000 Cooling Tower Inhibitor
Same as WT500, except that one gallon treats 8,000 gallons of system water. Subsequent feed rates
should maintain 40 to 60 ppm. Packaging: Bulk
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WT ACID NEUTRALIZER effectively neutralizes acidic cleaning solutions with its concentrated blend
of alkalai and dispersing agents. Packaging: Bulk

WT B & C TREATMENT
This broad range boiler and condensate line treatment compound contains polymeric dispersants,
organic scale control additives, an oxygen scavenger, alkalinity builders, corrosion inhibitors,
sequestering agents and softeners to keep steam boilers clean and efficient. By preventing scale
deposits, WT B&C TREATMENT allows higher heat transfer and greater boiler efficiency.
Packaging: Bulk

WT BOILER INHIBITOR
This product is formulated especially for “high make-up” steam boiler systems. The chemicals
incorporated in WT BOILER INHIBITOR are of the highest quality for control of scale, rust, sludge
and corrosion in normally operated boilers. Packaging: Bulk

WT DESCALER
This product is a highly effective blend of acids, inhibitors and cleaners formulated to efficiently
remove scale and corrosion from all metals except aluminum, magnesium, zinc and galvanized
surfaces. WT DESCALER will maintain clean heat transfer surfaces to maximize equipment life.
Packaging: Bulk

WT SCAVENGER
WT SCAVENGER is an effective formulation designed to chemically react with oxygen to prevent the
formation of iron oxides or corrosion. Packaging: Bulk
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WT ACID NEUTRALIZER

INSECTICIDES
BED BUG ALERT
BED BUG ALERT consists of a clear plastic shell with a pheromone lure adhesive board located in
the center. The pheromone in BED BUG ALERT has a 4 to 6 months continuous release. This is a
detection method ONLY not intended to treat for active infestation. If you have bed bugs, some will
be drawn into the trap and become stuck to the adhesive surfaces and unable to escape. It’s durable
shell is resistant to weight and moisture, unlike paper detectors. A secure enclosure top snaps into
the bottom so children and pets cannot touch the trapped bugs. If bed bugs are known to be in the
room it will take approximately 24 – 48 hours before they are seen in the trap.
Packaging: Plastic Shell Containers 2.753 x 23

BIRD REPEL
This is a safe, transparent compound, which is applied to places where pest birds rest, roost or
nest. bird repel is non-poisonous, so it’s safe to handle and will not kill birds when used according
to directions. Also because of its unique chemical formulation, BIRD REPEL will remain effective for
up to one year (under most weather conditions). Therefore, birds learn to avoid areas treated and
seek new locations for roosting. Packaging: Tubes

D-BUG
D-BUG has a superior DEET FREE formula that utilizes natures three most effective repellents –
Citronella, Tea Tree, and Eucalyptus. D-BUG is Paraben Free with No synthetics and No preservatives
each bottle delivers 350+ sprays that will protect for 4+ hours. Packaging: Spray bottle

DETER
DETER rodent repellent is not a poison. It is a safe all-natural, biodegradable solution designed to
augment your rodent abatement program and effectively repel rats, mice, chipmunks, squirrels,
raccoons, opossums, and many other rodents and pests from your home or business.
Packaging: Pint

FLY-AWAY
This unique product is designed to eliminate the sanitation problems that restaurants and food
preparation facilities often face due to the buildup of organic waste like grease, in drains and grease
traps as well as under heavy equipment. FLY-AWAY is a highly concentrated bacterial gel that actually
digests grease buildup that occurs over time. By inhibiting the normal biological production of
odor causing compounds, FLY-AWAY is able to remove foul odors from drain lines, grease traps,
and sewer lines. Contains Citronella, a natural fly deterrent. Packaging: Quarts

INSECT REPEL BANDS
These unique bands can be worn on a wrist, or fastened to belt loops, hatbands, tool belts, work
area materials, etc. to effectively repel flying insects for up to 3 -4 feet from band. Protection will
not wash off with water or perspiration. When kept in its plastic container, INSECT REPEL BANDS
can be re-used for up to 120 hours! The natural active ingredient, Geraniol, has been tested to be
more effective than Citronella. Packaging: Individual bands
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M BOMB is a water based, one-step killing action total release insecticide fogger which penetrates
to all areas for thorough insecticidal action. M BOMB contains permethrin, pyrethrin and MGK®
264. M BOMB is designed with a special lock down valve for total release killing cockroaches,
crickets, ants, mosquitoes, fleas, rice weevils, saw-tooth grain beetles, ticks, flies, and small flying
moths. EPA Registered. Packaging: Aerosol

N.I.K.
N.I.K. is a water based, natural insect killer that has been developed especially to control insects.
When applied as directed on the labeling, N.I.K. will kill insects on contact. 100% mortality occurs
within 5 – 10 minutes of application, depending on life stage. N.I.K. is also effective on cockroaches,
ants, millipedes, carpet beetles, fleas and bed bugs. Any of the listed insects coming into contact
with a surface treated with N.I.K. will be killed for up to 30 days after application.
Packaging: Quarts

PERMITH WATER BASE
Dursban-Pyreth, indoor and outdoor, animal quarters, ants, roaches. A ready to use fast acting
micro-emulsion insecticide. Use in apartments, bakeries, bottling plants, garages, garbage cans or
dumpsters, homes, hospitals, hotels, institutions, motels, offices, public buildings, restaurants,
theaters, trucks and warehouses. Controls cockroaches, ants, silverfish, spiders, fleas, crickets,
centipedes, boxelder bugs, brown dog ticks, carpet beetles, clothes moths, earwigs, flies, fruit flies,
gnats, lice, mosquitoes, small flying moths and scorpions. Packaging: Bulk

PYRETH
General purpose natural pyrethin – ready to use solvent base product. Use as a space spray at a
rate of 1-2 oz per 1,000 cu. ft to control flies, mosquitoes, gnats, wasps, sand flies. use as a surface
spray to control ants, cockroaches, silverfish, crickets, spiders, fleas, bedbugs, clothes moths, flour
beetles, meal worms, granary weevils, meal moths. Use as fog or vapor spray. Thermal or compressed
air. use in barns to protect animals from horn flies, mosquitoes, gnats, horse flies, deer flies and
blood sucking lice. Packaging: Bulk

RAT BAIT
For control of Norway rats, roof rats and house mice in and around buildings, agricultural structures
and homes. RAT BAIT contains peanut flavoring. EPA Registered.
Packaging: Bucket of Individual Baits

REPEL PIN
The REPEL PIN repels flying biting insects and many other annoying flying pests. The REPEL PIN is
not activated until the package is opened. Once opened, they are effective for up to 175 hours.
With the EPA recently banning certain chemical repellents, the REPEL PIN has become the solution
to toxic, greasy, lotions and sprays. The REPEL PIN is simply the best natural insect repelling product
available. Packaging: Individually packaged pins

TERMINATOR
This fast acting insect killer leaves a pleasant vanilla scent with no insecticide smell whatsoever!
Great for use in confined areas or where strong odors could cause a problem. TERMINATOR provides
quick killing action to kill the bugs you see and has a three month residual to kill the ones you
don’t. EPA Registered. Packaging: Aerosol
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M BOMB

TOMBSTONE
This wasp and hornet spray provides immediate knock down with a high delivery spray tip that
directs a powerful stream of product to wasps’ nests. TOMBSTONE is an electrically non-conducting
with a dielectric breakdown voltage of 49,500 volts. Contains no CFCs or other ozone depleting
substances and can be used both indoors and outdoors. EPA Registered. Packaging: Aerosol
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L UBRICANTS
AIR TOOL REJUVENATOR
AIR TOOL REJUVENATOR is designed to clean, lubricate, recondition, and extend the life of air
tools. AIR TOOL REJUVENATOR will also prevent rust and corrosion by eliminating moisture and
calcium buildup in air lines. Use regularly for preventive maintenance and to cut downtime and
costly repairs.Can be used on all air-operated tools including jackhammers, drills, saws, impact
wrenches, sanders, polishers, grinders, and air-operated motors. Packaging: Aerosol

A.S.S. ANTI SEIZE SPRAY
ANTI SEIZE SPRAY provides maximum protection to metal surfaces against seizure, friction, rust,
corrosion, wear, pitting and galling under extreme conditions of heat. ANTI SEIZE SPRAY is an
extreme-high-temperature and pressure anti-seize lubricant. Temperature range -35º to 750ºF.
Packaging: Aerosol

ANTI SEIZE BRUSH TOP
This extreme temperature, extreme pressure anti-seize compound protects all metal surfaces from
exposure to extreme temperatures and corrosive atmospheres. ANTI SEIZE BRUSH TOP is highly
effective in temperatures ranging from -65°F to 2100°F. Use ANTI SEIZE BRUSH TOP to prevent
galling and seizing, plus to protect against rust and corrosion. This product will not wash off, even
in areas with salt spray. ANTI SEIZE BRUSH TOP will not harden, separate, evaporate or fuse to
metals. Packaging: Can

BELT-TITE
BELT-TITE Belt Dressing is a resin based spray designed to increase power and performance by
reducing slippage of all types of power belts including round, flat or V. Compatible with fabric,
leather or rubber belts. Helps clean and prolong life of belts and reduces down time. BELT-TITE Belt
Dressing will not glaze and does not attract dust or dirt. Packaging: Aerosol

CLEAR LUBE
is an aerosol chain and cable lubricating gel which penetrates and lubricates moving parts. Provides
anti-wear and extreme pressure resistance while tackifiers prevent sling off. CLEAR LUBE forms a
non-staining, rust protective coating. USDA approved for use in federally inspected meat and poultry
plants. Packaging: Aerosol

COOL DOWN
COOL DOWN is a heat sink especially designed for brazing. COOL DOWN protects valves, controls
and surrounding areas from heat damage. Simply spray on surrounding areas or completely encircle
copper tubing to prevent heat transfer. Packaging: Aerosol

C T FLUID
A clear, synthetic coolant and lubricant for cutting and tapping designed to disperse heat and extend
tool life. Convenient aerosol is handy for field operations and is non-irritating to the skin. C T FLUID
works on all steels, titanium, monel and aluminum. Transparent fluid gives a clear view of work
area while providing a continuous non-staining film. Packaging: Aerosol
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DRI MOLY
DRI MOLY is a molybdenum disulfide dry film lubricant that withstands high pressures and
temperatures. Lubricates moving parts of all kinds. Fast drying with minimal transfer. Protects from
rusting and corrosion by displacing moisture. Reduces metal to metal contact on treated surfaces.
Service temperatures range from -40°F to 600°F. Convenient aerosol is ideal for lubricating surfaces
where a liquid lubricant is not practical. DRI MOLY quick drying, non-tacky finish adheres well to all
metals, most plastics, glass and rubber. Packaging: Aerosol

FAST
FAST will loosen dirt and scale from painted and plated surface. Remove loosened scale and spray
again to cover surface. Liberal application will loosen threads, tightly fitted parts, sliding and rotating
pars, bolts, hinges and pins which have been “frozen” by corrosion. the formula will protect against
renewed corrosion. FAST is a powerful, multiple-action protective shield against the harmful effects
of moisture and corrosion. It protects electrical gear, metal and other surfaces from deterioration
by displacing water and moisture an sealing all surfaces with a complete molecular film. It preserves
equipment, thus reducing repair and maintenance costs. Dielectric strength 30,000 volts. When
replacing rusted bolts use Omega’s NO MESS ANTI-SEIZE to prevent them from rusting and seizing
again. Packaging: Aerosol

FAST CHERRY
FAST CHERRY penetrating oil is a premium formula that protects agains the harmful effects of
moisture and corrosion. It protects electrical gear, metal and other surfaces from deterioration by
displacing moisture and rapidly breaks down rust. Excellent for removing parts, fasteners and mating
connection, as well as, protecting metal from further corrosion. FAST CHERRY has a rapid penetrating
action that breaks rusted bolts free, it can be used on motors, wire cables, rusted parts, ignition
systems, machine parts, door hinges, locks, nuts & bolts, and refrigeration equipment.
Packaging: Aerosol

FOAMY LUBE
This foaming chain and cable lubricant is also a protectant fortified with Moly. FOAMY LUBE prevents
corrosion and will withstand extreme pressure and harsh chemical environments. Provides a thick
clinging foam for use on vertical surfaces, then when the foam breaks it penetrates into wire rope
and roller chain mechanisms. Great for chains, wire cable, open gears, chain saws, drag lines, road
and construction machinery and much more. Packaging: Aerosol

GRAPHITE LUBE
GRAPHITE LUBE is an aerosol, extra duty, high temperature, high pressure grease. Portable and
easy to use. When used as directed, this product will leave a grease film that not only lubricates,
but penetrates deeply into difficult area to prevent corrosion of metal surfaces. Packaging: Aerosol

GREASE IT ALL LUBE
GREASE IT ALL LUBE is a lithium complex based grease formulated with highly refined base oil and
specialty additives to meet severe requirements of machinery. The appearance of GREASE IT ALL
LUBE is a smooth, slightly stringy BLUE adhesive. GREASE IT ALL LUBE is capable of operations from
minus 40°F to 350°F, but has a dropping point of more than 500°F. GREASE IT ALL LUBE is
recommended for extended service in heavy-duty automotive, trucks, busses, farm tractors,
construction equipment, high temp wheel bearings (disc brakes), roller & ball bearings, electric
motor bearings, throw-out bearings, universal joints, chassis, fifth wheels, etc. Packaging: Tubes
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GREASE-IT BLUE is a premium grade, heavy-duty industrial grease designed for extended service
life. Resists thinning or hardening in service, which minimizes leakage, and prolongs the service life
of the grease. It reduces grease consumption and extends re-lubrication cycles. GREASE-IT BLUE
gives longer bearing life and reduces the need to stock several greases, thus preventing
misapplication. Effective from -40º to over 500ºF. Packaging: Tubes

GREASE-IT GREEN
This grease is fortified with special additives enabling it to withstand the heavy impact and pounding
pressure common to heavy equipment. Our special additive package allows the grease to stay in
place and not spatter or pound out of the bearing or fitting. Most greases manufactured today do
not have this anti-spatter capability. GREASE-IT GREEN is a non-melt grease with superior water
resistance. Effective to 500ºF. Packaging: Tubes

GREASE-IT RED
GREASE-IT RED is an all purpose, non-melt grease especially formulated with extreme pressure
and anti-wear additives to provide heavy duty service. GREASE-IT RED is one of very few greases
able to withstand heavy shock load and impact pressures of 65 Timken load capabilities. GREASEIT RED has excellent adhesive and cohesive properties. GREASE-IT RED resists most acids, weather,
dirt, salt spray, steam and oxidation. GREASE-IT RED protects equipment indoors and outdoors
even under high temperatures and heavy loads. Packaging: Tubes

GREASE-IT SILVER
GREASE-IT SILVER is metallic silver combination of an olefinic copolymer anti-seize compound and
a non-soap bentone grease. GREASE-IT SILVER is fortified with additives that will provide it with
excellent lubricating properties, stability and anti-wear protection to metal surfaces.
Packaging: Tubes

GREASE-IT WHITE
GREASE-IT WHITE is a multi-purpose and hi-temp food grade grease. GREASE-IT WHITE is an excellent
high temperature grease and designed to work effectively up to 350°F. GREASE-IT WHITE also features
excellent water resistance. Both of these properties can be mainly attributed to the aluminum
complex thickener which is very water repellent and has a high dropping (+450°F). NLGI Grade 2.
Packaging: Tubes

LITHO WHITE GREASE
LITHO WHITE GREASE is an all weather, multi purpose lubricant that penetrates like an oil then
cures to a thick, water resistant grease. The white color helps to indicate lubricated areas and
reduces staining. LITHO WHITE GREASE has many versatile uses including auto doors and hinges,
gears, chains, slides, bearings, overhead door tracks and rollers; plus it is heat stable to 350º.
Packaging: Aerosol

LUBE ALL
LUBE ALL is an odorless lubricant made up of USP liquid petrolatum and propellant for providing
sanitary means of lubricating dairy and food processing equipment. Complies with FDA Regulations,
CFR Title 21, paragraphs 172.878 and 178.3620. LUBE ALL can be used in fast food service
preparation, cut meat, cold room packaging in supermarkets, prepackaged meat units for franchise
outlets, ice cream filling equipment, and milk bottle equipment. Packaging: Aerosol
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GREASE-IT BLUE

MEGA GREASE
MEGA GREASE is a multi-purpose, high purity food grade lubricant that provides long lasting grease
protection. Cured lubricant withstands heat to 550°F. Temperatures above 400°F may require periodic
reapplication. Packaging: Aerosol

NEW NUTS
NEW NUTS is a thread reconstruction penetrant that embraces nano technology to create a product
that out performs conventional lubricants, penetrants and products. In the past, when threads
were damaged it required a cutting torch or the drilling out of bolts. Now with NEW NUTS, threads
are reconstructed using nano technology to allow for complete disassembly. Packaging: Aerosols

NO MESS
NO MESS anti-seize contains no lead or copper and has a synthetic non melting carrier. This high
quality lubricant dissipates at temperatures above 400ºF without a carbon residue, leaving a dry
film of aluminum and graphite to plate and protect metal surfaces to temperatures of 2000ºF. NO
MESS has an interchangeable applicator tips allow you to apply a bead line of lubricant or brush it
on depending on the job needs. NO MESS pressure applicator eliminates waste, is water resistant,
prevents galling and seizing, reduces friction and lubricates metal surfaces to 2000ºF, protects against
rust & corrosion and meets performance requirements of MIL-PRF-907E. Apply NO MESS in all
threaded metal and assemblies where protection is desired. use on Bolts, fitting, flanges, gaskets,
keyways, nuts, plugs, studs, unions, valves, etc. Ideal for ovens, heat trolleys, kilns, strokers or any
part moving in high temperatures. Packaging: Pressure Applicators

NUMB NUTS
NUMB NUTS represents the latest breakthrough in penetrating lubricant technology. By combining
rapid freezing action with an advanced rust eating formula, seized or rusted parts are easily released.
Shrinkage of sprayed parts quickly breaks open micro fine fissures allowing the lubricant to easily
penetrate even the toughest rust. NUMB NUTS is ideal for use in the most demanding penetrating
lubricant applications including rusted manifold bolts, exhaust flanges, industrial, marine, farm, or
other outdoor exposed equipment. This formula contains NO chlorinated solvents or ozone depleters
and is nonconductive to 33,000 volts for use around live equipment. Packaging: Aerosol

PENETRATOR
This fast acting penetrating lubricant contains Teflon® and Vydax® for excellent long lasting
lubrication. It will adhere to vertical surfaces and works in a broad temperature range for increased
versatility. PENETRATOR is great for use on industrial machines, shop tools, locks, hinges, pulleys,
bearings, conveyors and more. Packaging: Aerosol

RED I GREASE
RED I GREASE is a cured lubricant that withstands heat to 350°F, moisture, acids, high pressure and
is highly rust resistant. This VOC compliant formula provides superior lubrication while forming a
thick, long-lasting film to prevent future corrosion. A high pressure additive reduces wear and
prolongs operational life of all machinery. Temperatures above 350°F may require periodic
reapplication. Use on chains, winches, conveyors, gears, cables, tools, hinges, bushings, pins, levers
and rollers. Packaging: Aerosol
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SG GREASE TUBE is a release agent, O-Ring lubricant and dielectric moisture barrier that is easy to
apply. Not for surfaces that will be painted or finished. Not recommended for silicone O-Rings or
silicone based products such as silicone rubber. Test all rubber applications for swell or shrink
problems. SG GREASE TUBE is odorless, non-toxic, non-melting, non-corrosive, long service life,
moisture resistant, excellent lubrication and release properties, and high chemical, oxidation and
radiation resistance. Packaging: 8oz Tubes

SLIP AWAY
This high base silicone release agent provides a heavy duty protective layer to keep tar, asphalt,
paint overspray, marking pens, inks, spatter, adhesives, etc. from adhering to surfaces so they can
be easily wiped away. SLIP AWAY is great for use on truck beds, dumpsters, glass, metal machinery
and other non-porous surfaces. Packaging: Bulk

SLIPPERY PULL A
SLIPPERY PULL A is a non-conductive, clear wire pulling lubricant for easy installation and removal
of any type of wiring. Use for ease in pulling plastic, rubber or synthetic covered wire through
plastic, aluminum or steel conduit. Protects conduit against internal corrosion. Will not harm conduit
or wire and will not run out conduit ends. Packaging: Aerosol

SUPER SILICONE LUBRICANT
Specially formulated for use on food processing equipment as a protective anti-rust film, as a release
agent on gaskets or seals of tank closures, and as a lubricant for machine parts and equipment in
locations in which there is exposure of the lubricant to food machinery used for producing,
manufacturing, processing, preparing, packaging, transporting or holding food or food products.
SUPER SILICONE LUBRICANT lubricates all sliding surfaces…excellent for sticking wood, metal, plastic,
rubber – any surface except those you may wish to paint later. Will not gum, run off or form messy
residues. Use on sticky drawers, windows, door, hinges, locks, rollers, and zippers. Will prevent
door locks from freezing. Waterproofs and protects leather, wood, chrome, canvas and rubber.
USDA RATED: H1 Packaging: Aerosol

T-EASE
A non-chlorinated dry film lubricant and release agent made with an extremely fine Teflon
fluorotelomer powder. Features outstanding microscopic film-forming properties and resists
temperatures from -100°F to +500°F. T-EASE is an odorless, stainless coating that is more slippery
than silicone, graphite or oil. The dry film is not affected by most chemicals and when used as a
release agent, allows parts to be painted without cleaning. Packaging: Aerosol
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SG GREASE TUBE

PAINTS, PATCHES,
C OATINGS & ADHESIVES
ACOUSTA TILE
Restores stained and discolored tile to a like-new condition. Eliminates the need for costly ceiling
tile replacement and does not affect acoustical properties of the tile. Excellent for both smooth
and rough surfaces. ACOUSTA TILE is non-flammable when dry and does not change the fire rating
of the tile to which it has been applied. Packaging: Aerosol

ALUMINUMMAN
ALUMINUMMAN is a hand-mixable, fast-setting, aluminum-reinforced, non-rusting epoxy putty
that quickly repairs or rebuilds anything made of aluminum. After mixing, it forms a polymer
compound that can be molded into shapes or used to build up, repair and patch items made of
aluminum. Packaging: Putty Tubes

AQUAMAN
AQUAMAN is a hand-mixable, specialty epoxy putty optimized for repairs to damp, wet areas and
underwater surfaces. After mixing, it forms a polymer compound that can be applied underwater
in both fresh and salt water environments as well as to dry surfaces. It will bond tenaciously to
substrates such as fiberglass, concrete, metal, ceramic, glass, wood, and many plastics.
Packaging: Putty Tubes

ARMOR COAT
When applied, the stainless steel flakes rise to the surface of the coating, forming a rust and corrosion
proof layer of tough durable metal, while the binder protects the object underneath. ARMOR
COAT provides maximum protection against damage by ultraviolet lights, abrasion, harsh
environments and heat up to 900°F. Packaging: Aerosol

BLACK BEAR TAPE
BLACK BEAR TAPE is a single sided commercial class seaming tape that is built with a laminated
polyethylene cloth and unique acrylic adhesive, designed for todays new class of building wraps.
BLACK BEAR TAPE is a single sided tape. Packaging: Roll 2” wide by 65’ in length.

BOND A BOO BOO
Is a versatile easy to use solvent free epoxy adhesive, which can be used to bond or repair most
materials such as wood, metal, glass, ceramic, plastics and rubbers. Its easy to use two component
adhesive system has no odor. Its excellent adhesion can be used on a wide variety of materials such
as aluminum, copper, steel, brass, concrete, FRP/SMC, wood, glass, plastics, ceramics, painted metals,
graphite, polyurethane, galvanized metals, rigid plastics, etc. Its high bond strength develops in 1 2 hours. Packaging: 2 Part syringe tube

C PATCH
C PATCH is a durable sealant specifically formulated to repair cracks and holes in concrete, mortar
and masonry. C PATCH contains silicone additives for improved adhesion and water resistance. C
PATCH forms a durable, flexible and water-tight seal. C PATCH resists gas, oil, grease and salt. Interior/
exterior use. Paintable. ADHERES TO: Concrete, mortar, cinder block, stucco, brick, wood, and stone.
Packaging: Tubes
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C PATCH SELF LEVELING is a moisture cure concrete and masonry sealant designed for application to
dry or damp horizontal cracks and chips. This unique product fills and adheres to concrete, masonry,
wood, stone asphalt and metallic surfaces. C PATCH self-levels to a smooth, beautiful finish that is
durable, and paintable. Packaging: Tubes

C&G
C & G is a multipurpose, single component adhesive sealant that quickly adheres to most surfaces.
It cures in 24 hours providing a tough, resilient, silicone rubber good for hundreds of application.
C&G can be used for gasketing, sealing, bonding, insulating, caulking, encapsulating and coating.
This flexible material resists shrinking, cracking, weather, ozone, chemicals, moisture, vibration
and extreme temperatures ranging from -60° to 450°F. Available in Aluminum, Black, Clear, Red
and White. Packaging: Piston Driven Tubes

COAT IT
COAT IT can be used interior/exterior single coat hiding power. COAT IT dries quickly protects against
rust, weather, oil, gasoline, abrasion and most corrosive chemicals and making COAT IT the best
choice for any job. Can be used on wood and metal, home, automotive, industrial, marine, and
construction. Resists fading, cracking, chipping and peeling. Does not contain lead, CFC’s chromates
or chlorinated solvents. Available in Black, Flat Black, Grey, Red, Yellow & White. Packaging: Aerosol

COLD ZINC
A high solids, pure zinc coating that electrically bonds itself to metal surfaces. Equals protection
provided by hot dip galvanizing methods. Resists corrosion and rust migration. Provides a tough,
durable gray surface and can be used as a primer prior to painting. COLD ZINC protects surfaces
from saltwater and chemical fume corrosion. Packaging: Aerosol

CONCRETEMAN
This handy, ready to use concrete repair is designed for sealing small holes and patching chips in
concrete, including wall tiles, lawn ornaments and statues. CONCRETEMAN can be drilled, tapped,
filed, sawed or painted when dry. This epoxy putty can also be used under water and has a cure
time of only 4 to 7 minutes for quick fixes. Packaging: Putty Tubes

COPPERMAN
COPPERMAN is a hand-mixable, fast-setting, copper-reinforced epoxy putty that quickly repairs
pipes, tanks and vessels made of copper, brass, bronze and other non-ferrous metals. After mixing,
it forms a polymer compound that is extremely tough and durable and offers exceptional adhesion.
Packaging: Putty Tubes

EX-PAND
A unique one part urethane foam which expands as it dries and solidifies. Fills cracks and holes that
caulk can’t! Sprays as a liquid then expands and cures to a durable semi-rigid closed cell foam
insulation. Each can dispenses over 250 linear feet of product when sprayed in a 3/8 inch cured
bead. Forms a water resistant, weather resistant and airtight bond on masonry, wood, metal, glass,
tile and most plastics. EX-PAND dries tack free in 15-30 minutes. Fills cracks and plugs holes
eliminating energy escape and the entrance of insects or rodents. Deadens sound when applied to
sheet metal and conforms to any shape as it expands. Packaging: Aerosol

GLUE IT
GLUE IT is a gel form for non-drip application. Bonds acrylic, PVC, polycaronate, leather, wood,
aluminum, paper, fabric, latex and more… Packaging: Tube
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LADDER RESTORER
LADDER RESTORER restores fiberglass ladder and protects against UV rays. LADDER RESTORER is a
clear coat that is resistant to the effects of weather and many chemicals, resists abrassions and
heat (250°F). Packaging: Aerosol

MACHINE GRAY SPRAY PAINT
MACHINE GRAY SPRAY PAINT is a high quality enamel coating that is designed to adhere well and
resist rust on a variety of surfaces. MACHINE GRAY SPRAY PAINT has a spray-any-where valve that
allows it to be sprayed in any direction and is heat resistant to 300°F. (149°C). Packaging: Aerosol

MARK IT
This municipal and utility inverted tip marking paint has an environmentally friendly, water based
formula that is V.O.C. compliant. MARK IT is great in to cover any old striping that is no longer
needed. Contains higher solids content so it lasts longer between re-coating, saving you time and
money in labor, while freeing time to do other things. Available in all OSHA colors Blue, Yellow,
Red, Fluorescent Orange and White. Packaging: Aerosol

MEGA TAPE
MEGA TAPE is an innovative pressure-sensitive tape which is hand tearable and leaves little or no
residue on the surface. MEGA TAPE can even be removed from itself and reused unlike standard
duct tapes. MEGA TAPE does not leave any residue on hands unlike conventional butyl tape in the
construction market. Made from a polyethylene based flat yarn substrate, MEGA TAPE boasts a
higher tensile strength and dimensional stability than conventional gaffer tapes or duct tapes.
Typical applications for MEGA TAPE include surface or floor protection and paint masking for
automotive, marine, rolling stocks, aviation, entertainment and construction industries. Roll size
2” wide x 164” length.Available in Red, Green, and Clear. Packaging: Rolls

METAL PROTECT
METAL PROTECT is a long-term, flexible, non-tacky, dust resistant coating that will not crack, peel,
flake or chip over a wide temperature range (-40°F to +175°F). Adheres to most clean metal surfaces.
METAL PROTECT is easily applied and removed, can be used as a corrosion preventative, it has a
flexible dust retardant coating which allows parts to be identified. Packaging: Aerosol

NO SWEAT
A white aerosol insulating sealant that prevents condensation and sweating on cold water pipes,
condensers, valves and pipe fittings; stopping damage caused by dripping water. Provides an excellent
repair for wrap-around type insulation. When NO SWEAT is dry it is non-flammable and can be
painted. Packaging: Aerosol

OMEGA ENAMEL
OMEGA ENAMEL is a economical, durable, protective, beautiful and quick drying spray paint. OMEGA
ENAMEL is free of lead hazards and is safe to use on furniture and decorative items. Available in
Red, Dull Aluminum, Green and Gloss White. Packaging: Aerosol

P. G. C.
P.G.C. clear anti-static, anti-fog coating tested safe on glass, plastic, Plexiglas®, and acrylic surfaces.
A clear coating has been tested and safe on Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Lexan®, Polycarbonate, Chrome,
Formica®, Fiberglass, Marble, Stainless Steel and Glass. P.G.C. will not streak or haze. Fills in minute
scratches to help eliminate glare. Will not cause stress crazing or clouding. P.G.C. improves visual
clarity. P.G.C. repels dust, dirt, chemicals, salt, finger smudges and scratches. P.G.C. reduces wear
and scratching. Non-abrasive, contains no wax. Packaging: Aerosol
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These medium point PAINT PENS are industrial strength with excellent adhesion and coverage. Use
to mark pipes, equipment, property, and more! For use on metal, wood, glass, plastic, and many
other surfaces. Available in Black, Red, Yellow, and White. Packaging: Box of pens

PATCH IT
PATCH IT is multi-purpose continuous coating instant leak sealer. PATCH IT can be applied to any
surface to provide a waterproof flexible continuous rubber coating that will stop leaks and act as a
barrier against moisture, rust, and corrosion. Once applied, area becomes impervious to humidity,
mold, and fungus. PATCH IT is fast drying and will not crack or peel. Available in Black, Aluminum,
and White. Packaging: Aerosol

PERMA-TAPE
PERMA-TAPE is a versatile and easy to use repair material, reinforcement and construction tape
and sealant. PERMA-TAPE is ideal for use on roofs, gutter, skylights, windows, doors, flashings,
walls, foundations, and many other surfaces. PERMA-TAPE will immediately seal materials stopping
infiltration of leaks from air, moisture and water. PERMA-TAPE adheres to almost anything including
metal, wood, fiberglass, plastic, structural concrete, concrete block, brick, hypalon and PVC surfaces.
Available in Black and White. Packaging: Box

PLASTIKMAN
PLASTIKMAN can be used to rebuild rigid and semi-threadable plastics, repair automotive trim or
plastic furniture, and to seal leaks in plastic plumbing pipes. PLASTIKMAN forms a durable bond to
all major plastic types except ployoletim (polyethelene/phypropylene), and can be molded into
any shape, drilled, sanded and painted. Packaging: Putty Tubes

PREMIUM COATING
An odorless, premium quality fast drying, epoxy modified acrylic latex floor enamel. Use on interior
and exterior surfaces of wood, concrete (new or old) and previously painted wood and concrete
floors. Suitable for breezeways, decks, porches, steps, garages, basements and light industrial
applications. PREMIUM COATING cures to a tough, durable film suitable for foot traffic within 24
hours. Available in Red, Tan, Green, Blue, Brown, Beige, Burgundy and Gray. With or Without Grit
Packaging: Bulk

PRIMAL PRIMER
PRIMAL PRIMER coating for use on bare metal and bare wood surfaces. Provides massive rust
protection. Fast drying sag free spray helps prevent rust and all chemical corrosion. Comes in Light
Gray and Red. Packaging: Aerosol

PROTECT ALL
This product can be used as a clear waterproofing around windows, ledges, gutters and downspouts.
Protects coated surfaces from water, dirt and airborne particles. Keeps water out even when
submerged. PROTECT ALL is extremely durable, flexible and has a high di-electric strength.
Packaging: Aerosol

RUST X
Chemically neutralizes rust and leaves a tough, long term, rust preventative coating. RUST X seals,
protects and prolongs the life of ferrous metal. Rusted area turns to a black protective finish which
upon curing can be painted if desired. Packaging: Aerosol
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RUST X Q
Chemically neutralizes rust and leaves a tough, long term, rust preventative coating. RUST X Q
seals, protects and prolongs the life of ferrous metal. Rusted area turns to a black protective finish
which upon curing can be painted if desired. Packaging: Quarts

SAFE STEP
A super hard, textured one part epoxy coating that quickly cures to a slip resistant rough grit surface.
Unique aerosol contains special synthetic grit to aid in the reduction of slip and fall accidents, and
make slippery surfaces more safe to walk on. One application of SAFE STEP lasts for months
depending on traffic. Available in Clear, Yellow, and Black. Packaging: Aerosol

STEELMAN
STEELMAN is a hand kneadable, steel reinforced, epoxy putty that mixes in just one minute to
provide fast repairs to items made of ferrous and aluminum metals. STEELMAN comes in a handy
“tootsie-roll” form with the curing agent encapsulated in the contrasting color base material. The
putty-like consistency eliminates drips and runs, providing “no mess” applications with no tools
required for use, and can even be used under water. Packaging: Putty Tubes

SUPER MEND
SUPER MEND wide web, high strength pressure sensitive spray adhesive is specially formulated to
bond fiberglass insulation, urethane, rubber sheet, duct board and bubble foil type insulation to
sheet metal. Creates both permanent and temporary bonds on many surfaces. Excellent for porous
or uneven surfaces as well as smooth surfaces. Waterproof, flexible, transparent, non-staining
adhesive sets quickly. Effectively bonds other surfaces such as labels, cartons, floor tile, cloth, carpet,
ceramic, glass, wood, formica®, leather, plastics, foam, etc. Cleans up with mineral spirits.
Packaging: Aerosol

SUPER PATCH
SUPER PATCH is an easy-to-use epoxy product for repair and resurfacing of concrete. Great when
fast repairs are needed in high traffic areas. SUPER PATCH is a one-step process with a fast set-up
and cure time that significantly reduces or eliminates the need for down time. Can also be used as
patching in freezers and cold storage areas, as mortar to repair loose bricks or blocks, and as a
general cement adhesive. SUPER PATCH is many times stronger and more durable than concrete.
Packaging: Bulk

SUPER DUPER WRAP
SUPER DUPER WRAP is an extra wide self-fusing silicone repair wrap for larger scale applications. It
is versatile and easy to use, with no sticky residue. SUPER DUPER WRAP creates a permanent airtight, water-tight seal in seconds. Can be used for electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, use to wrap
tool handles for better grip, replace old sticky electrical tape, protect wire fittings from corrosion,
and so much more! SUPER DUPER WRAP is resistant to fuels, acid, salt water and UV rays. It
withstands 700 PSI and 500° of heat, plus it insulates 8,000 volts UL 510. Operating temperature
range is -65°F to 500°F. Available in Clear. Packaging: Rolls
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SUPER WRAP is a self-fusing silicone repair wrap that has numerous applications and is a must
have for any maintenance shop. It is versatile and easy to use, with no sticky residue. SUPER WRAP
creates a permanent air-tight, water-tight seal in seconds. Can be used to repair leaks on pipes and
hoses, for electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, use to wrap tool handles for better grip, replace old
sticky electrical tape, protect metal fittings from corrosion, and so much more! SUPER WRAP is
resistant to oil, fuel, acid, solvent, salt water, and UV rays. It withstands 700 PSI and 500° of heat,
plus it insulates 8,000 volts per layer, UL rated. Operating temp range is -50°F to 500°F. Available in
Black, Blue, Brown, Clear, Green, Orange, Purple, Red and Yellow. Packaging: Rolls

TRAFFIC LINE
A premium quality 100% acrylic traffic line and curb marking paint with high visibility, easy
application, and made with the finest raw materials. The pigments are non-fading and the Titanium
Dioxide is non-caulking. TRAFFIC LINE will withstand hot sun, sub-zero temperature, wind-blown
dust particles, humidity and moisture. This product has been designed for painting concrete, brick,
city crosswalks, highway edge lines, bridges, stop zones, storage areas, traffic signs, streets and
parking lots. All OSHA colors available by request. Packaging: Bulk

TRUCK BED COATING
TRUCK BED COATING is a thick, durable black sealant that forms a protective skin that is both tough
and flexible. Protects against corrosion and abrasion, withstands impacts, provides improved traction,
and resists water. With its fast cure time and excellent adhesion, TRUCK BED COATING is convenient
to use and will greatly extend equipment and vehicle life expectancy. Packaging: Aerosol

UV SUPER PATCH
UV SUPER PATCH has a unique patch material that is ideal for repairing leaky pipes, tanks, corroded
metal parts, cracked or rotted wood along with hundreds of other applications. UV SUPER PATCH
will not rot or rust.The quick and easy solution for all your repair problems. UV SUPER PATCH is
great for the tool box, job site, repair trucks, maintenance departments or at home! USE ON: Plastic,
metal, pipes, concrete, drywall, fiberglass, wood, rubber, gutters and much more! (Except
Polypropylene). Packaging: Bulk

WEATHER SEAL
WEATHER SEAL is a semi-permanent, high strength rubberized polymer blended undercoating that
you can apply in your own shop with your own people. WEATHER SEAL is sodium, magnesium and
calcium chloride resistant. WEATHER SEAL solves common problems in maintaining a fleet. Most
importantly, shortened life span of trucks, buses, cars and equipment as a result of widespread use
of aggressive ice-melt products to keep our roadways safe and open during the winter.
Colors available: Black. Packaging: Aerosol

WOODMAN
This is a hand kneadable, non-shrinking, epoxy putty which when cured becomes an integral part
of the wooden item being repaired, rebuilt, or restored. One hour after mixing, WOODMAN can be
drilled, sanded, filed, tapped, machined or painted. It comes in a handy “tootsie-roll” form with the
curing agent encapsulated in the contrasting color base material. The putty-like consistency
eliminates drips and runs, providing “no-mess” applications with no tools required for use.
Packaging: Putty Tubes
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Roofing Products

ROOFING PRODUCTS
INSTA TEMP
This temporary roof patch is a natural mineral (montmorillonite) with a unique molecular structure
that permits it to absorb many times its weight in water. INSTA TEMP’s unusual swelling ability
allows it to clog roof leaks. This absorption and subsequent swelling takes place in a matter of
minutes. It is ideal for temporary patching that needs to be done on flat roof areas even during a
rain shower. Packaging: Bucket

OMEGA ALL WEATHER PATCH
ALL WEATHER PATCH is pliable asphalt roof cement that can be used on wet as well as dry surfaces.
It is ideal for most roof repairs and for stopping roof leaks around vent pipes, spouts, valleys, skylights,
gutters and chimneys and for the construction and repair of flashing. ALL WEATHER PATCH may
also be used to seal cracks in exterior chimneys, walls and foundation joints, and for lining leaking
gutters and troughs. Packaging: Bulk

PATCH IT
PATCH IT is multi-purpose continuous coating instant leak sealer. PATCH IT can be applied to any
surface to provide a waterproof flexible continuous rubber coating that will stop leaks and act as a
barrier against moisture, rust, and corrosion. Once applied, area becomes impervious to humidity,
mold, and fungus. PATCH IT is fast drying and will not crack or peel. Available in Black, Aluminum,
and White. Packaging: Aerosol

PERMA-TAPE
PERMA-TAPE is a versatile and easy to use repair material, reinforcement and construction tape
and sealant. PERMA-TAPE is ideal for use on roofs, gutter, skylights, windows, doors, flashings,
walls, foundations, and many other surfaces. PERMA-TAPE will immediately seal materials stopping
infiltration of leaks from air, moisture and water. PERMA-TAPE adheres to almost anything including
metal, wood, fiberglass, plastic, structural concrete, concrete block, brick, hypalon and PVC surfaces.
Available in Black and White. Packaging: Box

PROTECT ALL
This product can be used as a clear waterproofing around windows, ledges, gutters and downspouts.
Protects coated surfaces from water, dirt and airborne particles. Keeps water out even when
submerged. PROTECT ALL is extremely durable, flexible and has a high di-electric strength.
Packaging: Aerosol

SIL QUICK
SIL QUICK is a moisture cure, fluid applied, high solids, silicone coating. Engineered with “Green”
solvent-free polymers, SIL QUICK outperforms traditional solvent and solvent-free products including
asphaltic, urethane, thermoplastic and other protective coating products. Additionally, SIL QUICK
has minimal impacts on the applicator or our environment. Packaging: 2g Pail
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BLAST
A residue free, super fast drying, high power spray that dissolves grease and rinses away dirt and
grime, without injury to working parts. Features a 360 degrees flush action valve that allows spraying
in an upright or inverted position. Safe on most metal parts and coils. Packaging: Aerosol

CORROSION INHIBITOR DISK
CORROSION INHIBITOR DISK Is a thin light weight corrosion-prevention disk that is designed to
emit protective vapors that voltize inside the space to form a invisible layer on the surface of the
metal and prevent moisture, dirt, salt, and other contaminants from causing corrosion. It is effective
on steel, copper, zinc and multi-metal parts. CORROSION INHIBITOR DISK protects in the presence
of moisture, has an adhesive tape on the back that will stick to metal cabinets, containers, walls,
etc. and can be used in electronic, telecommunication cabinets and enclosures. CORROSION
INHIBITOR DISK is 2 3/16” round and 1/4” thick and protects up to 5 cu. Ft. for up to 2 years.
Packaging: 50 per Box

ENVIRO-TAC
ENVIRO-TAC is a high purity, high dielectric, rapidly evaporating, non-flammable aerosol spray,
contact and circuit board cleaner. Specially formulated for removing oil, grease, condensation, dust
and other particulate matter from sensitive electronic parts. ENVIRO-TAC is formulated to be safe
on most plastics, including polypropylene, Neoprene W, nylon, PTFE, PVC, silicone rubber, butyl,
and others. Packaging: Aerosol

FAST
FAST will loosen dirt and scale from painted and plated surface. Remove loosened scale and spray
again to cover surface. Liberal application will loosen threads, tightly fitted parts, sliding and rotating
pars, bolts, hinges and pins which have been “frozen” by corrosion. the formula will protect against
renewed corrosion. FAST is a powerful, multiple-action protective shield against the harmful effects
of moisture and corrosion. It protects electrical gear, metal and other surfaces from deterioration
by displacing water and moisture an sealing all surfaces with a complete molecular film. It preserves
equipment, thus reducing repair and maintenance costs. Dielectric strength 30,000 volts. When
replacing rusted bolts use Omega’s NO MESS ANTI-SEIZE to prevent them from rusting and seizing
again. Packaging: Aerosol

FAST CHERRY
FAST CHERRY penetrating oil is a premium formula that protects agains the harmful effects of
moisture and corrosion. It protects electrical gear, metal and other surfaces from deterioration by
displacing moisture and rapidly breaks down rust. Excellent for removing parts, fasteners and mating
connection, as well as, protecting metal from further corrosion. FAST CHERRY has a rapid penetrating
action that breaks rusted bolts free, it can be used on motors, wire cables, rusted parts, ignition
systems, machine parts, door hinges, locks, nuts & bolts, and refrigeration equipment.
Packaging: Aerosol
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MEGA POWER
This is a highly concentrated, extremely powerful grease fighter that will quickly clean the toughest
grime. MEGA POWER is effective on grease, carbon, grime, oil, soap scum, soot, etc. Different
dilution ratios allow this product to be a very versatile cleaner, and it may be used anywhere water
is safe to use. The formula for this product is non-flammable, non-toxic, non-corrosive and entirely
biodegradable. Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

MEGA SAFE
MEGA SAFE provides industry an alternative to products containing chlorinated solvents. Dries
quickly, leaving no residue. The low-odor, non-flammable, non-conductive formula cleans and
degreases electric motors, power tools, printing presses, refrigeration and air conditioning
equipment, generators and starters, office machines, most metals including steel, nickel, zinc,
titanium, galvanized steel, copper, magnesium, brass and tin plate. Also safe for use on some plastics,
including those used in contact and circuit board construction. May affect certain types of plastics,
such as PVC, ABS, acrylic styrenes, and polycarbonates. If unsure of compatibility, test in an
inconspicuous area prior to use. Packaging: Aerosols

MEGA SOLV
MEGA SOLV combines powerful flushing action and a high solvency formulation making cleaning
brake linings, drums, disc pads and most other metal parts faster and easier. Removes brake fluid,
oil, grease and other contaminants instantly. Evaporates quickly and is residue free. Contains no
ozone depleting solvents or CFC’s. Hexane free. Packaging: Aerosol

SLIPPERY PULL A
SLIPPERY PULL A is a non-conductive, clear wire pulling lubricant for easy installation and removal
of any type of wiring. Use for ease in pulling plastic, rubber or synthetic covered wire through
plastic, aluminum or steel conduit. Protects conduit against internal corrosion. Will not harm conduit
or wire and will not run out conduit ends. Packaging: Aerosol

SOY SOLV
SOY SOLV is an Earth-friendly, biodegradable solvent made from 100% soy bean oil. This industrial
strength formula flushes away grease and oil, removes tar and asphalt, and cleans away ink, dirt,
and grime. It is non-flammable with no harsh fumes. SOY SOLV is a non-petroleum solvent that can
be used to easily clean industrial parts and equipment, automotive and aircraft parts, engines,
tools, concrete floors, motors, equipment, and much more! Surfaces flushed clean with water will
be residue free. Packaging: Aerosol

SUPER DUPER WRAP
SUPER DUPER WRAP is an extra wide self-fusing silicone repair wrap for larger scale applications. It
is versatile and easy to use, with no sticky residue. SUPER DUPER WRAP creates a permanent airtight, water-tight seal in seconds. Can be used for electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, use to wrap
tool handles for better grip, replace old sticky electrical tape, protect wire fittings from corrosion,
and so much more! SUPER DUPER WRAP is resistant to fuels, acid, salt water and UV rays. It
withstands 700 PSI and 500° of heat, plus it insulates 8,000 volts UL 510. Operating temperature
range is -65°F to 500°F. Available in Clear. Packaging: Rolls
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SUPER WRAP is a self-fusing silicone repair wrap that has numerous applications and is a must
have for any maintenance shop. It is versatile and easy to use, with no sticky residue. SUPER WRAP
creates a permanent air-tight, water-tight seal in seconds. Can be used to repair leaks on pipes and
hoses, for electrical wiring or as shrink-wrap, use to wrap tool handles for better grip, replace old
sticky electrical tape, protect metal fittings from corrosion, and so much more! SUPER WRAP is
resistant to oil, fuel, acid, solvent, salt water, and UV rays. It withstands 700 PSI and 500° of heat,
plus it insulates 8,000 volts per layer, UL rated. Operating temp range is -50°F to 500°F. Available in
Black, Blue, Brown, Clear, Green, Orange, Purple, Red and Yellow. Packaging: Rolls
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TRANSPORTATION & ABSORBENTS
ABSORB
Absorbs liquids and odors while changing smelly liquids into an odorless semi-solid for fast easy
cleanups. Scented with a pleasant lemon fragrance. ABSORB is ideal for emergencies and spills of
food, drinks, chemicals, vomit, urine, blood or any other fluids. Each container will absorb up to 12
gallons of liquid. Packaging: Canisters

ABSORBENT SOCKS
These oil specific polypropylene booms can be linked together to form any length required for
containing and absorbing oil spills. ABSORBENT SOCKS are designed to be virtually lint free on
water. Packaging: 4 and 6 Foot Lengths

ABSORBENT UNIVERSAL ROLL
ABSORBENT ROLL is perfect for high traffic area applications! ABSORBENT ROLL prevents fluids
from penetrating through the floor. Provides an excellent non-slip surface for work areas, absorbs
10 to 12 times its weight in oil, water, or chemicals. It is ideal for busy aisles and walkways next to
leaky machinery, keeps floors dry and clean, protects floors by preventing scrapes and scratches.
Packaging: Roll 30’ x 50’

ACID ABSORB
This industrial absorbent will soak up most any liquid and is for use on any spill or leak. Many
absorbents specifically say ‘not for use on acids,’ but ACID ABSORB is specially formulated for this
purpose. It will neutralize acids and acid by-products, making this a truly versatile absorbent. Use
ACID ABSORB for any spill or leak that may contain acid such as heavy duty cleaners and drain
openers to quickly neutralize the acid and help increase employee safety. Packaging: Bulk

ALUMINUM BRITE
ALUMINUM BRITE is an excellent ground transportation aluminum brightener. ALUMINUM BRITE
is an acidic liquid designed for use as an aluminum deoxidizer with a pH of less than one and will
not etch most metals. ALUMINUM BRITE cleans and brightens aluminum parts, removes anodic or
chromate coatings, and is a great cleaner for aluminum vans and trucks. This product is nonflammable and non-explosive. Packaging: Bulk

AUTO KLEEN
AUTO KLEEN is a mild detergent that is specially compounded for washing cars, campers, trailers,
tractors, trucks, golf carts, and much more. This powerful cleaner is not caustic or corrosive, and is
therefore easier to work around than many other detergents while still having the ability to cut
through road grime, dirt, and other soils. AUTO KLEEN will leave your vehicle spotless and film
free. It is safe to use on all vehicle finishes, and is biodegradable. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

BATTERY CLEANER
A neutralizing cleaner with an acid-alkali indicator. Removes corroive build-up on battery terminal
posts, cables and clamps. BATTERY CLEANER helps increase power output and extend battery life
while leaving a short-term residual protective film on cleaned surfaces. Can be wiped or flushed off
with water. Packaging: Aerosol
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BATTER GUARD is a light misting, purple coating designed to prevent rust, corrosion and battery
failure. Provides a long term protection when applied to battery terminals, cable ends, wires, bolts,
brackets, clamps and other metal components. One application is effective for up to 6 months.
Packaging: Aerosol

BELT-TITE
BELT-TITE belt dressing is a resin based spray designed to increase power and performance by
reducing slippage of all types of power belts including round, flat or V. Compatible with fabric,
leather or rubber belts. Helps clean and prolong life of belts and reduces down time. BELT-TITE belt
dressing will not glaze and does not attract dirt or dust. Packaging: Aerosol

BRAKE KLEEN
BRAKE KLEEN a residue free, fast drying, heavy duty formula that removes brake fluid, grease oil,
dust, operating erosion and other contaminants from brake parts, pads, discs. Lining and drum.
Features a 360º flush action valve that allows spraying in an upright or inverted position. Helps
stop disc brake squeal and chatter, extends the life of brake assemblies and improves brake
performance. Packaging: Aerosol

CARB CLEAN
CARB CLEAN is an ultra high volatility formulation that dissolves carburetor deposits and fuel system
contaminants such as gum, sludge and varnish. Helps improve fuel system performance and insure
maximum fuel economy. CARB CLEAN will not harm oxygen sensors or catalytic converters.
Packaging: Aerosol

COOL DOWN
COOL DOWN is a heat sink especially designed for brazing. COOL DOWN protects valves, controls
and surrounding areas from heat damage. Simply spray on surrounding areas or completely encircle
copper tubing to prevent heat transfer. Packaging: Aerosol

D-ICE
D-ICE is a high pressure spray that quickly dissolves ice, frost and snow from windows and windshields, and thaws frozen locks. D-ICE helps prevent freezing when used in advance. Eliminates
scraping and possible damage to glass, and the need for lengthy vehicle warm ups to clear frost.
Packaging: Aerosol

DETAILER
DETAILER Polish is an aerosol wax that sprays on and buffs effortlessly to create a hard shell finish.
Excellent wax and polish for anything that needs reviving. Also, maintains the beautiful factoryoriginal shine! Packaging: Aerosol.

DISPOSABLE CLEAN UP KIT
A must have in emergency situations, DISPOSABLE CLEAN UP KIT contains everything needed for
prompt and proper cleanup of vomit, urine, feces, and blood. Kit includes: cleanup absorbent pack,
gloves, scoop, scraper, red biohazard bag with tie, germicidal cloth, disposable towel, antiseptic
hand wipe, instructions and exposure report. Packaging: Individual Kits, Nitrile or Latex

G.T.S.
G.T.S. will improve your visibility while driving in the rain, sleet, or snow. It repels rain, causing the
water to bead and run off the glass while driving. It also leaves a protective coating that makes
removal of ar, frost, ice, salt, mud and bugs easier. Packaging: Aerosol
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GO AWAY
GO AWAY a non-corrosive natural citrus base tar and asphalt remover that contains no harmful
vapors and is biodegradable. It contains no chlorinated solvents or petroleum distillates. GO AWAY
is a non-caustic, non acid high pressure spray that is safe for most vehicles and breaks down tar,
asphalt, grease, etc. Packaging: Aerosol

H2O BARRIER BAG
Its a portable sandless sandbag when expose to fresh water and it will absorb, swell, contain and
divert problem water. The H2O BARRIER BAG is light weight, easy to store and deploy. Its easy to
stack, ready to use and compact and reusable. It is also environmentally friendly and non-toxic.
Packaging: Individual bags

HAND HEAT PADS
HAND HEAT PADS are air activated and will provide up to 10 hours of soothing warmth to help
endure cold climate situations, they are individually packaged so you can take anywhere.
Packaging: Individual packets

HI SHINE
HI SHINE is a unique polish for automobiles, trucks and marine finishes. HI SHINE polish produces
a deep, lustrous shine that will not harm the finest finish. Protects with carnauba wax and PTFE. HI
SHINE makes waxing fast and easy, simply spray on, allow HI SHINE to haze and buff to a high-gloss
durable finish. HI SHINE can be used on trucks, buses, automobiles, boats, motor homes, jet skis,
snowmobiles and motorcycles. HI SHINE can also be used to polish elevator doors, aluminum,
stainless steel and chrome. Packaging: Aerosols

ICE MELT
This product starts to work instantly, 2 to 5 times faster than rock salt and blended ice melters,
generating heat on contact even in sub-zero temperatures down to -25°F. It is great for sidewalks,
driveways, and parking areas and does not leave any white residue. It is gentle to lawns and concrete
when used as directed, and will not burn dog paws like rock salt can. ICE MELT contributes less to
concrete scaling than other commonly used de-icers, and works longer, use much less than rock
salt. Packaging: Bulk

KLEEN N SHINE
This mild detergent is specially compounded for washing cars, campers, trailers, tractors, trucks,
golf carts and much more. KLEEN N SHINE will leave your vehicle spotless and film free. It is safe to
use on all auto and truck finishes and is biodegradable. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk

MEGA CLEAR
MEGA CLEAR Aerosol is designed to clean and polish windows, mirrors, windshields, tile, enamel,
chrome, porcelain, plastics, plexiglass and painted surfaces. Non-static formula does not attract
dust particles. Formulated with rapid wetting agents and surfactants. Eliminates cold weather
streaking problems. MEGA CLEAR Quart ready to use glass cleaner cleans glass, refrigerators, stove
tops, stainless steel, display cases, chrome fixtures, ceramic tiles, counter tops, TV screens, mirrors,
etc. Packaging: Aerosol, Quarts

MEGA CLEAR CONCENTRATE
This non-streaking, film free glass cleaner can be diluted up to 50:1 and is one of the best industrial
glass cleaners available. MEGA CLEAR CONCENTRATE will remove smoke, dirt and grimy films on
glass, countertops, windshields, porcelain plus any polished metal surface. Packaging: Bulk
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MEGA CLEAR JELL is a streak-free, ready-to-use formula that dissolves film, light to heavy soils,
fingerprints, lipstick, bugs and much more. Ideal for glass, windshields, windows and mirrors. Ideal
for vertical surface cleaning. It’s the cleaner that clings. Contains a pleasant odor neutralizer,
formulated to kill malodors at their source. Packaging: Quart

MEGA POWER
This is a highly concentrated, extremely powerful grease fighter that will quickly clean the toughest
grime. MEGA POWER is effective on grease, oil, brake dust, road grime, encrusted bugs and more
without harming paint or interiors. Despite it’s aggressive behavior MEGA POWER is safe on all
surfaces including carpet and fabrics. Non-flammable, non-toxic, non-corrosive and biodegradable.
Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

MEGA SORB
MEGA SORB absorbs up to 8 times more than clay products and will absorb most liquids on contact.
MEGA SORB can be disposed of safely in landfills unlike clay based products. This product contains
cellulose fiber and micro-organisms that will help bioremediate and break down most hydrocarbons;
they actually feed on the hydrocarbons and consume the oil as food. MEGA SORB will not leach into
the environment up to saturation point. Safe around agriculture and livestock. MEGA SORB reduces
volatility of flammable spills. It can also be used to remediate contaminated soil as it will extract
hydrocarbons (oil) from less absorbent materials like dirt and soil. Packaging: Gallons, Bulk.

NATURAL WAY
NATURAL WAY is a highly concentrated, all natural citrus based organic solvent blend designed for
all heavy duty degreasing and drain maintenance. NATURAL WAY is the most powerful of our natural
citrus based products. The high concentrate level of this product allows the user the flexibility to
emulsify heavy grease buildup or to dilute with water for general cleaning. NATURAL WAY breaks
down grease and grime buildup and will clean drain lines, garbage disposal units and grease traps
while removing foul odors. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most surfaces
and is ideally suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. NATURAL WAY is 100%
biodegradable. Packaging: Pints, Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

NATURAL WAY II
THE NATURAL WAY II is all natural, all-organic, and biodegradable solvent blend. Contains no
hazardous chlorinated solvents. Quickly removes grease, oil, tar, adhesives and more from most
surfaces. Ideally suited for most cleaning and degreasing applications. Has a fresh citrus aroma.
Packaging: Quarts, Gallons, Bulk

NON-SELECTIVE PADS
NON-SELECTIVE PADS are designed to soak up any type of liquid (water, petroleum and chemical
based fluids) that may be spilled, or that may drip from filling machines, shop equipment, or any
other source of liquids. NON-SELECTIVE PADS are great to have in case of a spill so that the floor
area stays cleaner and the spill is contained in a smaller area, without flowing into drains, under
heavy equipment, or other hard to clean areas. Packaging: 100 Pad Bundle

OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING COMPOUND
OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING COMPOUND does not contain harsh chemicals to extend shelf-life. A
maximum shelf-life of 1 Year is recommended. Regular use of OIL FREE OMEGA SWEEPING
COMPOUND will help protect furniture, fixtures and merchandise from dust accumulation. Prevent
sickness and disease by absorbing germ-laden dust. Save on cleaning cost by minimizing the need
for dusting and keep floors in a sanitary condition. Packaging: Bulk
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OIL PADS
OIL PADS are absorbent pads for soaking-up oil spills of any size. OIL PADS are great to have in case
of a spill so that the floor area stays cleaner and the spill is contained in a smaller area, without
flowing into drains, under heavy equipment, or other hard to clean areas. Ideal for marine
applications where high absorption capacity is desired. Packaging: 100 Pad Bundle

OMEGA WINTER GUARD
OMEGA WINTER GUARD is a newly developed ice repellent that will stick to any surface, thus
preventing ice build-up or adherence. OMEGA WINTER GUARD does not run off like low viscosity
products, giving maximum ice prevention at minimum product consumption. Packaging: Pails

OXY FOAM
OXY FOAM is a non-abrasive, foam-type cleaner/polish for removing oxidation from headlights,
aluminum, stainless steel and chrome. OXY FOAM restores a bright shiny finish to all originally bright
metal surfaces leaving a residual protective coating to protect against future oxidation.
Packaging: Aerosol

P. G. C.
P.G.C. clear anti-static, anti-fog coating tested safe on glass, plastic, Plexiglas®, and acrylic surfaces.
A clear coating has been tested and safe on Plexiglas®, Acrylic, Lexan®, Polycarbonate, Chrome,
Formica®, Fiberglass, Marble, Stainless Steel and Glass. P.G.C. will not streak or haze. Fills in minute
scratches to help eliminate glare. Will not cause stress crazing or clouding. P.G.C. improves visual
clarity. P.G.C. repels dust, dirt, chemicals, salt, finger smudges and scratches. P.G.C. reduces wear
and scratching. Non-abrasive, contains no wax. Packaging: Aerosol

PAVER’S FRIEND
PAVER’S FRIEND is a unique blend of methyl ester and surfactants developed exclusively for Omega
in order to meet the special needs of the asphalt paving industry. It is designed to replace diesel
fuel for cleaning as asphalt release. You get all the benefits of diesel without the negative
environmental impact. this water soluble formula is great for use in every aspect of the paving job.
Packaging: Bulk

PLUG IT
It seals off gasoline, diesel, solvents, and other chemicals. Plug It seals immediately and sticks to
dirty, crumpled surfaces even with the fluid flowing out. No surface preparation is required. It will
plug up to 32 of head. Not recommended for some bio-fuels and some chemicals. PLUG IT is ideal
for including with a spill response kit. Packaging: 1lb container

POW!
POW! is an ultra dense foam which allows for extended degreasing time to clean deep down into
the microscopic pores of the surface. It deodorizes while degreasing and leaves a citrus scent.
POW! combines nature’s unique cleaning capabilities with a powerful mega force spray foam to
create the ultimate biodegradable cleaning product. Packaging: Aerosol

PW CONCENTRATE
PW CONCENTRATE is an all-purpose industrial cleaner and degreaser that has an incredible zero
rating in the three NFPA categories of flammability, health, and reactivity when diluted. It is so safe
that it can be virtually used on any surface. Packaging: Gallons
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A light foam cleaner and surface protectant that cleans, restores, and protects vinyl, leather, plastic
and rubber. RESTORE contains special additives that protect surfaces from sun damage, fading,
drying and cracking. Leaves a high luster gloss finish without a heavy, greasy residue.
Packaging: Aerosol, Gallons, Bulk

RESTORE WATERMELON
RESTORE WATERMELON is a new and improved vinyl/plastic coating with a watermelon scent.
RESTORE WATERMELON provides a water-resistant high gloss shine to brighten any plastic or vinyl
surface. Great for those hard-to-reach places. Packaging: Aerosol

S.P.C.
S.P.C. deposits a hard, slippery layer of silicone on plow blades and other snow removal equipment.
Snow slides off treated surfaces easier and faster, allowing more snow to be moved with less fuel
and less wear on equipment. In addition, the impervious silicone layer protects metal surfaces
from rust and corrosion when in use and in storage. Packaging: Bulk

SEEK THE LEAK
SEEK THE LEAK’s advanced sensitive solution is formulated to pinpoint even the smallest of leaks.
Suspends dirt so the particles will not drastically reduce the sensitivity of SEEK THE LEAK. The
unique formula allows SEEK THE LEAK to cling to pipes for extended periods of time. Excellent for
locating refrigeration leaks in any refrigeration system, air conditioners, refrigeration units, walk in
coolers, window units, refrigerators, etc. It can also be used to locate nitrogen and natural gas
leaks. SEEK THE LEAK is biodegradable, non-toxic and non-corrosive, easy to use, and oxygen safe.
Packaging: Quarts

SPRAY SHINE
SPRAY SHINE is an innovative product that will easily wash and shine vehicles and equipment
without wasting water or washing chemicals down the drain. Simply spray-on SPRAY SHINE, then
wipe and buff to a glowing shine. SPRAY SHINE can be used on all non-porous and painted surfaces,
metals, plastics, and glass. Great for trucks, SUV’s, cars, forklifts, and other equipment.
Packaging: 24oz bottles

SWEEPING COMPOUND
SWEEPING COMPOUND is a ready to use sand-based, highly absorbent compound that makes
sweeping less dusty, keeping dirt particles from re-settling on other surfaces. Protect your employees
and patrons from breathing dust particles. This compound is highly absorbent and contains an
industrial pine oil that absorbs and holds dust while sweeping. SWEEPING COMPOUND is easy to
use and will not leave the floor surface slippery. Packaging: Pail

TIRE SHINE
TIRE SHINE is a quick, easy-to-use instant gloss spray that restores shine, body, moisture and life to
dried out, dull tires and trim. Renews faded tire side walls, bumpers, rubber seals and weather
stripping to like-new condition. Restores color and provides a durable, long-lasting shine. Treated
surfaces are protected against harmful UV rays that can cause cracking, fading and premature
aging. Packaging: Aerosol
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TRUCK BED COATING
TRUCK BED COATING is a thick, durable black sealant that forms a protective skin that is both tough
and flexible. Protects against corrosion and abrasion, withstands impacts, provides improved traction,
and resists water. With its fast cure time and excellent adhesion, TRUCK BED COATING is convenient
to use and will greatly extend equipment and vehicle life expectancy. Packaging: Aerosol

WATER GUARD
WATER GUARD is a synergized water-based formula that delivers a durable, invisible coating under
ambient cure conditions. It makes glass, tile and ceramics scratch-resistant. WATER GUARD reduces
the coefficient of friction and makes polishing and wiping easier. Packaging: Quarts

WEATHER SEAL
WEATHER SEAL is a semi-permanent, high strength rubberized polymer blended undercoating that
you can apply in your own shop with your own people. WEATHER SEAL is sodium, magnesium and
calcium chloride resistant. WEATHER SEAL solves common problems in maintaining a fleet. Most
importantly, shortened life span of trucks, buses, cars and equipment as a result of widespread use
of aggressive ice-melt products to keep our roadways safe and open during the winter.
Colors available: Black. Packaging: Aerosol

WINDSCREEN FLEET PACK
WINDSCREEN FLEET PACK is a concentrated tablet. Each Windscreen tablet can make a gallon of
detergent cleaning solution. Just add one windscreen tablet to one gallon of water. You may add
the tablet directly to the car’s reservoir or mix in a separate container and pour in just enough to fill
the reservoir. Then use the rest to clean the windows and mirrors etc… Packaging: Tablets
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ALL WIPES
ALL WIPES is an all purpose wipe pre-saturated with isopropyl alcohol cleans surfaces without
leaving a residue. ALL WIPES quickly clean high use surfaces such as clean rooms, doorknobs, phones,
slot machines, countertops, keyboards, shopping cart handles, remotes, railings and more.
Packaging: Canisters of pre-moistened wipes

ALWAYS SHINE WIPES
ALWAYS SHINE WIPES are a convenient way to help resist finger marking and smudges. Use on
stainless steel, aluminum, brass, copper, and more. Contains no chlorinated solvents, acids, alkalis,
abrasives or heavy creams. Packaging: Canister of pre-moistened wipes

DRY TASK WIPES
DRY TASK WIPES are a single ply wipe that has a built-in polyfilm dust layer. Great for use on eye
glasses, computer screens, cell phone/tablet screens, etc. DRY TASK WIPES come in a pop up box
keeping them clean and ready to use. Packaging: Bulk

GERM-A-WAY
GERM-A-WAY Disinfecting Wipes are formulated to disinfect hard, non-porous surfaces such as
walls, counter tops, metal and stainless steel surfaces, porcelain, tile, plastic, bathroom stalls, shower
stalls, desktops, doorknobs, tables, telephones, exercise machines and more. GERM-A-WAY
Disinfecting Wipes are safe enough to use to clean personal protective safety equipment, protective
headgear, hard hats, respirators, goggles, face shields, silicone rubber or PVC hearing protectors,
and ear muffs. Effective for disinfection against E.coli, Salmonella choleraesuis, Tuberculosis,
Staphylococcus and more. GERM-A-WAY Disinfecting Wipes are an effective virucide against HIV1, Norwalk Virus and Feline calicivirus. Not for personal cleansing. EPA Registered.
Packaging: Canister of pre-moistened wipes

JUMBO WIPES
JUMBO WIPES are designed to clean and deodorize any surface, anytime. They are quick and easy
to use and are ideal for use on tile, glass, metals, equipment, tables, counters, or any other hard
surface in athletic clubs, schools, stores, offices, shop areas, and other institutional uses. The wall
mounted dispenser allows for quick convenient individual use. JUMBO WIPES have a pleasant scent
leaving the room smelling clean and fresh. The handy dispenser may be mounted to the wall with
towels dispensing up or down. Packaging: Roll of pre-moistened wipes with dispenser

LENS WIPES
Use LENS WIPES to keep all optical lenses clean and clear, including prescription eye glasses,
sunglasses, safety goggles, face masks, and other eye shields. LENS WIPES can be put into a pocket,
tool box, or glove compartment so that they are readily available.
Packaging: Individually Packaged Wipes
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MEGA CLEAR WIPES
MEGA CLEAR WIPES are the fastest and easiest way to clean glass, mirrors, and other surfaces and
keep them looking good. MEGA CLEAR WIPES are ammonia and lint free and will not streak or
leave any residue to interfere with visibility. Can be used on any surface to remove dirt, grime, oil,
smudges, fingerprints and more! Packaging: Canisters

MEGA ROLL TOWEL WIPE
MEGA ROLL TOWEL WIPE is a low-lint, latex-free, cellulose and synthetic based disposable wipe
that offers superior wet strength, absorbency and versatility for light to heavy duty wiping
applications. Stand Dimensions: 3 feet tall 1ft 4in wide NOTE: Stand has a serrated edge that can
cut through towel to make it any size you like. Packaging: 475 12” x 12” towel wipes per roll.

MEGA SORB INDUSTRIAL WIPES
MEGA SORB INDUSTRIAL WIPES material is strong, absorbent and virtually lint free wiper that can
tackle the toughest jobs. Great for any job that nees a tough wiper. Equivalent to popular hydro
entangeled products in the market place. Wipe size 9”x17” Packaging: Box

MUSCLEMAN
MUSCLEMAN is a superior value hand cleaner/towel combination. The thick textured towels aid in
cleaning soils from hands and encapsulated the lifted dirt while the hand cleaning solution dissolves
grease, grime, oil, lubricants, paints, adhesives, inks, tar and more. MUSCLEMAN does not contain
any solvents that dry out of the skin. Contains five conditioners and an antiseptic agent that helps
prevent infection. Packaging: Container of Pre-Moistened Towels

OMEGA SANITIZING WIPES
These sanitizing towels are made from a non-abrasive fabric that is gentle to skin. They’re ideal to
both clean and sanitize when soap and water are not available. Plus, each towel is fortified with
emollients and natural oils to prevent chapping. OMEGA SANITIZING WIPES can be used to clean
and disinfect hard surfaces as well. EPA Registered.
Packaging: Tubs and Packets of Pre-moistened Towels

OMEGA SANITIZING WIPES LEMON
OMEGA SANITIZING WIPES LEMON hand sanitizer wipes are a one-step system combining both an
abrasive non-scratching wipe and a highly effective skin sanitizing formula. OMEGA SANITIZING
WIPES LEMON hand sanitizer wipes absorb and remove disease causing germs and bacteria. This
product contains a highly effective antimicrobial formula that assures a rapid kill. OMEGA SANITIZING
WIPES LEMON hand sanitizer wipe’s unique formula reduces the risk of infection by killing 99.9%
of disease causing organisms. Micro-Organism (Exposure Time): Pseudomonas aeruginosa (10
Seconds) • Staphylococcus aureus (10 Seconds) • Escherichia Coli (20 Seconds) • Streptococcus
pyogenes (10 Seconds) • Salmonella choleraesuis (10 Seconds) • Candida albicans (10 Seconds) •
Staphylococcus aureus – MRSA (10 Seconds). Packaging: Tubs of Pre-moistened Towels
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RESTORE WIPES are the fast and easy way to clean and protect all surfaces of your vehicle.
Premoistened with an advanced water-based silicone formula. RESTORE WIPES condition and protect
leather, vinyl, plastic and rubber surfaces, both inside and outside the vehicle, while they clean and
restore the surface’s original shine. RESTORE WIPES keep dashboards from drying, cracking and
fading under the intense rays of the sun. They also clean and restore the “showroom shine” to
parts: side moldings, rubber bumpers, cup holders, door and window seals and even plastic hub
caps. Best of all, RESTORE WIPES have a special added anti-static ingredient that repels dust and
keeps surfaces looking new long after they’ve been cleaned. Packaging: Pre-moistened Wipes

ROUGH MAN HAND TOWELS
These heavy duty hand cleaning towels will cut through tar, grease, wax, ink, lubricants and adhesives,
plus effectively remove lead and reduce exposure to heavy metals. ROUGH MAN HAND TOWELS
are gentle to the skin and leave no residue. The towels have an abrasive side and a smooth side for
increased efficiency and cleaning power. ROUGH MAN HAND TOWELS can also be used to clean
surfaces such as tool handles, workbenches, vehicle interiors that have been soiled with grease
and oil, and many other non-porous surfaces. Great for use on job sites and work areas where
water is not available. Packaging: Container of Pre-Moistened Towels

SINGLEMAN
SINGLEMAN is a convenient hand cleaner/towel combination that eliminates the need for soap
and water. These convenient individually packaged towels are saturated with a special heavy-duty
hand cleaning solution. The thick textured towels aid in deep cleaning soils from hands and
encapsulating the lifted dirt while the hand cleaning solution effectively dissolves grease, grime,
oil, lubricants, paints, inks, adhesives, tar and more. Packaging: Individual Packet

SOAK IT UP
SOAK IT UP Absorbent Pads absorbs up to 12 Times their Weight in Fluid. This bright yellow absorbent
pad comes in a dispenser box and is ideal for use where high visibility is needed to indicate caution
and awareness. Safely absorb all fluids including oil, coolant, paint water, blood, acids, bases and
other liquids. Ideal for use with chemicals, bio-fluids and more. Packaging: Dispenser box.

TOUGHMAN TOWEL
TOUGHMAN TOWEL multi-purpose two sided wipes are built for ultimate performance. The abrasive
side cuts through the toughest soils, while the smooth side allows for wiping the most delicate
surfaces. Fortified with new generation cleaning agents and unmatched skin conditioners. This one
wipe does it all! Try TOUGHMAN TOWEL on grease, grime, oil, tar, and many other soils. Can be
used as a hand cleaner or surface wipe to take on the toughest jobs. Packaging: Container of Premoistened Wipes

WIPE OFF (Regular, Mini & Xtra)
WIPE OFF graffiti remover wipes contain powerful cleaners that quickly attack all forms of graffiti.
Scrubbing action is built into the fabric to complement the effective formula. Removes graffiti
caused from most paints including tough enamels. Does not contain methylene chloride or other
harsh chemicals leaving towel safer to handle. Towels remain moist in container until ready for use.
Can be used on many surfaces including: bathroom partitions, phone booths, lamp posts, bus stops
and seats, desks, wall tile, trains, aluminum siding, road signs, stainless steel, billboards, lockers.
Effectively removes graffiti from almost any hard surface. Packaging: Pre-moistened Wipes
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